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Abstract
Motivated by a large literature on how firm-specific resources (such as leadership and management skills, strategies, organi-
zational capabilities and intellectual properties) drive firm performance, we propose and find that heterogeneity in investor 
optimism regarding firm-specific attributes plays a very important role in influencing the managerial propensity to manipulate 
financial statements. When firm-level investor optimism is moderate, the incidence of accounting misconduct increases, but 
it decreases when investors are highly optimistic. Further, market reaction to the announcement of financial restatements is 
more negative when investors held more optimistic firm-specific beliefs at the time of initial misstatement. These findings 
are robust to alternative firm-specific optimism measures linked to analysts, general investors and unsophisticated individual 
investors, controls for market-wide consumer sentiment unexplained by macroeconomic factors, economy-wide and industry-
level optimism, potential selection bias and reverse causality. Our analysis highlights the importance of firm-level investor 
optimism in predicting, preventing and detecting accounting misconduct.

Keywords Investor optimism · Financial reporting · Accounting misconduct · Irregularity · Earnings management · Market 
reactions

JEL Classification G10 · G14 · G34 · G38

Introduction

In the wake of the recent spate of corporate fraud, many 
studies have looked into factors that affect managerial incen-
tives to engage in fraudulent behavior. An important strand 
of research on industrial organization focuses on the impact 
of economy-wide or industry-level investor optimism on mis-
conduct.1 However, a large body of literature demonstrates 

that, in addition to variations in industry structure in terms of 
concentration level, barriers to entry, degree of product dif-
ferentiation and growth prospects, firm-specific differences 
in managerial abilities, strategies and policies, organizational 
capabilities, research and development, and intellectual capi-
tal drive firm profitability and performance (Porter 1991; 
Piotroski and Roulstone 2004; Gong et al. 2013). Assessing 
the relative importance of these two main drivers of a firm’s 
sustainable competitive advantage, McGahan and Porter 
(2002) conclude that firm-specific effects are much more 
important in shaping firm profitability, although industry- 
and market-level effects are influential. We expect investors 
to formulate expectations about these unique firm-specific 
resources in addition to industry- and economy-wide factors 
of these drivers in evaluating firm prospects and monitoring 
managerial performance.
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Against this backdrop, we posit that when investors are 
optimistic about the unique attributes and prospects of an 
individual firm, along with their bullish outlook on specific 
industries or the general economy, they are less likely to 
monitor managerial performance as carefully, thus increas-
ing the propensity of its managers to engage in fraudulent 
behavior. On the other hand, when investors are pessimistic 
about the future performance of the firm, despite their opti-
mism about broader business conditions, we expect them to 
watch their managers more closely, which should dampen 
managerial incentives to misreport. Therefore, our objective 
is to investigate whether ex ante firm-level investor optimism 
(broadly defined to cover optimism, pessimism and senti-
ment, i.e., beliefs that are “unjustified” based on available 
information (e.g., Baker and Wurgler 2006) is an important 
driver of financial misconduct. In addition, we investigate 
whether investor disappointment with the announcement of 
financial restatements is deeper when they were optimistic 
about firm prospects at the time of initial manipulation of 
accounting records.

The fraud model of Povel et al. (2007) predicts that the 
likelihood of corporate fraud increases with investor beliefs 
about business conditions, as it decreases their monitoring 
intensity. Although the model focuses on investor expecta-
tions about macroeconomic conditions, they note that their 
predictions also hold if one replaces investor beliefs about 
business conditions with investor beliefs about the firm.2 
Moreover, the literature on corporate and behavioral finance 
suggests that strong investor optimism induces investor and 
executive overconfidence, stock misevaluation, weaker over-
sight by the board of directors, investment distortions, earn-
ings management, costly external financing, asset price bub-
bles and excessive trading by individual investors (Barber 
and Odean 2001; Daniel et al. 2001; Scheinkman and Xiong 
2003; Malmendier and Tate 2005; Baker and Wurgler 2006; 
Bradshaw et al. 2006; Simpson 2013; Brochet et al. 2016). 
However, whether firm-level investor optimism (broadly 
interpreted to include investor sentiment, i.e., excessive 
pessimism or optimism) plays an important role in explain-
ing the likelihood of misconduct, on top of the effect of 
investor optimism about the state of the economy, remains 
unexplored. Motivated by these studies, we seek to conduct 
an empirical analysis of the role of heterogeneity in firm-
level investor optimism in abetting firm-level accounting 
misconduct after controlling for general business outlook.

We use a sample of US firms that committed intentional 
accounting misstatements (i.e., irregularities) and restated 

their financial reports subsequently from 1996 to 2012. To 
proxy for ex ante firm-level investor optimism, we use (1) 
firm-level Tobin’s Q, (2) firm-level analyst forecast of annual 
EPS growth and (3) measures of sustained prior stock mar-
ket performance (i.e., industry-adjusted annual buy-and-hold 
stock returns of the firm up to 5 years prior to the com-
mission of accounting misstatements). Our first finding is 
that, even after controlling for investor beliefs about general 
business environment, the probability of committing irregu-
larities is hump-shaped in firm-level investor optimism, first 
increasing as optimism improves to a moderate level and 
then decreasing when the level of optimism is sufficiently 
high.3 Second, consistent with our predictions, we find that 
investor reactions to irregularities are more negative when 
investors were more optimistic about a firm’s future per-
formance at the time of initial falsification of accounting 
records.

These findings are robust to a battery of tests to address 
potential empirical concerns. Specifically, our main results 
remain intact when we include alternative proxies for inves-
tor optimism such as consumer sentiment (Michigan Con-
sumer Sentiment Index) about the state of the economy, its 
decomposition into justified fundamental component and 
unjustified sentiment component (following Hribar et al. 
2017; Lemmon and Portniaguina 2006), overnight stock 
returns as a firm-level measure of unsophisticated investor 
optimism (Aboody et al. 2018), and alternative proxies of 
firm-level investor optimism such as analyst buy/sell recom-
mendations and percentage recommendations of buys. In 
addition, we estimate a bivariate probit model to mitigate 
concerns that a simple binary estimation of fraud yields 
merely the probability of observed fraud and not of the 
underlying probability of fraud itself (which includes both 
detected and undisclosed frauds, Wang 2011). To address 
potential selection bias and reverse causality that firms might 
report artificially higher (lower) earnings and assets (costs 
and liabilities) to generate high growth expectations, we 
conduct tests based on pooled ordinary least squares (OLS) 
regressions with firm- and year-fixed effects, propensity 
score matching, panel regressions using abnormal accruals 
(as an alternative outcome variable) with firm- and year-
fixed effects, and dynamic generalized method of moments 
(GMM).

2 Povel et al. (2007) note “Thus, even if one defines “bad times” and 
“good times” in terms of the expected return to any given firm rather 
than the relative numbers of good and bad firms, our predictions still 
hold.” (p. 1337).

3 Although there is no strict definition or an exact threshold, a mod-
erate level could be a one standard deviation around the mean. For 
example, results in Table  2 column (3) suggest that, based on the 
first-order condition, the predicted likelihood of irregularity peaks 
at firm-level Q is equal to 2.4. As the mean firm-level Q equals 1.97 
and the standard deviation of firm-level Q equals 1.73, the peak of 
the predicted likelihood of irregularity falls within one-standard-devi-
ation range from the mean firm-level Q. Calculations based on firm-
level EPS suggest a similar pattern.
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This study makes the following noteworthy contributions. 
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to document 
that firm-level investor optimism has a statistically signifi-
cant and economically important effect on the likelihood of 
accounting misconduct even after controlling for investor 
expectations about the industry and the economy at large. 
There are a few studies consider the role of sentiment in 
earnings management. For example, Simpson (2013) finds 
that managers strategically exploit market-wide investor 
sentiment to inflate earnings in periods of higher sentiment, 
while reporting more conservatively during periods of low 
sentiment. Hribar and McInnis (2012) report that inves-
tor sentiment affects analyst earnings forecast errors and 
Hribar et al. (2017) find that macro-level managerial senti-
ment affects accrual estimates in the banking industry.4 We 
contribute to these studies by identifying, developing and 
evaluating the effectiveness of a wide range of firm-specific 
indicators of investor optimism in predicting accounting 
misconduct.

We believe these firm-specific indicators would be very 
useful in designing and implementing more comprehensive 
and actionable programs on the prediction, prevention and 
detection of accounting manipulation than those based solely 
on measures of investor optimism about business conditions. 
They should aid the efforts of forensic accountants, activ-
ist investors, internal and external auditors, the board of 
directors, senior financial managers, compliance and eth-
ics managers, judges and regulators seeking to gauge the 
heightened incentives of executives to opportunistically mis-
report during periods of moderate investor optimism about 
firm-specific prospects and manage the risk of fraudulent 
corporate accounting reports (Myers 2016). Our analysis of 
firm-specific investor optimism extends the work of Cohen 
et al. (2017) who study how bias in press coverage of cor-
porate frauds perpetuates the divergence between the pub-
lic’s and the profession’s conceptions of auditor’s duties. 
Unlike most existing studies (such as Crutchley et al. 2007; 
Harris and Bromiley 2006; Kedia and Philippon 2009; Hass 
et al. 2016), we focus on both linear and nonlinear relations 
between fraudulent accounting and ex ante firm-level inves-
tor optimism, which should prove more useful in identifying 
firms at high risk of accounting failures.5

Accounting irregularities shake investor confidence in 
a firm’s management, leading to stock price declines and 
heightened return volatility. In contrast to many studies of 
market reaction to accounting restatements (Palmrose et al. 
2004; Files et al. 2009), we examine how the strength of ex 
ante investor beliefs about firm performance (as of the initial 
date of misconduct) affects the direction and magnitude of 
investor reaction, while accounting for potential selection 
and endogenous nature of restatement announcements.

How important are our firm-level red flags of accounting 
misconduct in comparison with investor beliefs about mac-
roeconomic conditions and key firm characteristics? Based 
on marginal probabilities, a one-standard-deviation increase 
in firm-level Tobin’s Q (from its mean when holding all 
other variables at their means) increases average manage-
rial incentives for engaging in accounting manipulation by 
1.04%, which is significantly higher than 0.65% attribut-
able to a similar increase in industry median Tobin’s Q. The 
overall effect of firm-level investor optimism is also statisti-
cally greater than that of investor optimism about industry 
prospects (based on Chi-squared tests). Similar comparisons 
based on other measures of optimism yield the same con-
clusion. These comparisons underscore our key finding that 
firm-level investor optimism and sustained prior abnormal 
positive performance are economically significant identifiers 
of at-risk firms for accounting failure.

Literature Review and Empirical Hypotheses

Investor Optimism and Managerial Propensity 
for Accounting Misconduct

Our analysis begins with a review of prior studies on the 
roles of firm-specific, industry-level and economy-wide 
factors in shaping firm performance as well as corporate 
investment, financing, dividend payout and executive com-
pensation policies. Next, we establish the link between firm-
level optimism and managerial propensity for accounting 
misconduct.

There is a large literature in management strategy and 
accounting on the main drivers of firm policies and per-
formance and their relative importance. The resource-
based model posits that firms create a sustainable com-
petitive advantage by developing leadership capabilities, 

4 Whereas Simpson (2013) and Hribar et al. (2017) focus on earnings 
management, we examine more severe and fraudulent accounting 
manipulations. Firms commit fraud for a variety of reasons, which 
include discretionary accruals reversals and earnings management 
constraints (Dechow et al. 2011).
5 Wang et  al. (2010) focus on IPO fraud and find a nonlinear rela-
tion between corporate fraud and investor prior beliefs about business 
conditions (also see and Wang 2011). We complement their work by 
showing that firm-level heterogeneity in optimism matters, even after 
controlling for industry-wide beliefs, in explaining the incidence of 
intentional accounting misstatements as well as shareholder wealth 
losses following the detection of questionable reports. Many studies 

focus on fraud detections, while our study focuses on fraud commis-
sions. For example, Dechow et al. (2011) capture a set of characteris-
tics of misstating firms (i.e., firms have already admitted “mistakes”). 
Similarly, Dyck et  al. (2010) analyze whistleblowers’ incentives on 
the revelation of the fraud (i.e., fraud detections).

Footnote 5 (continued)
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management skills, strategies, organization processes and 
routines, intellectual property and other unique resources 
that allow it to differentiate itself from competitors. By 
contrast, the industrial organization model posits that the 
unique strategies and resources of a firm are not impor-
tant in determining its success because those assets can be 
acquired by competitors. Instead, it is the industry structure 
and the state of the economy at large, not of the firm itself, 
that drives firm performance (Schmalensee 1985). In other 
words, whereas the industrial organization perspective holds 
that firms do not matter much, the resource-based model 
emphasizes that firms matter more than industries (Barney 
1991). Roll (1988) suggests that a significant portion of 
stock return is attributable to firm-specific information, not 
to common industry and market-wide movements. Carter 
and Lynch (2001) find that firms reprice executive stock 
options in response to poor firm-specific, not poor indus-
try, performance. Lambrecht (2001) highlights differences 
between the impact of aggregate economic factors and firm-
specific factors on corporate bankruptcies.

Reviewing and reconciling prior research, McGahan and 
Porter (2002) conclude that business-specific effects are 
much more important in shaping firm performance (as meas-
ured by ROA), although industry- and market-level effects 
are influential. However, Hawawini et al. (2003) find that 
variance in firm performance attributable to industry-level 
factors increases, while variance arising from firm-level fac-
tors decreases when they exclude exceptionally higher- and 
lower-performing ‘outlier’ firms in each industry to focus on 
‘average’ firms in their sample. Assessing the relative impor-
tance of time-, firm-, industry- and country-level determi-
nants of capital structure, Kayo and Kimura (2011) find that 
time and firm levels explain 78% of firm leverage. Amiram 
and Kalay (2017) find that industry-level characteristics 
influence debt pricing through risk premiums in addition to 
firm-level forces.

The foregoing review of the literature suggests firm-spe-
cific, industry-level and economy-wide factors shape inves-
tors’ and analysts’ expectations, beliefs and forecasts about 
firm performance. In the finance and accounting literature, a 
large body of research considers the role of market-wide sen-
timent in both asset pricing and corporate decision making. 
Baker and Wurgler (2006) find that market-wide investor 
sentiment affects the cross section of stock returns. Several 
studies suggest that analysts are likely to possess superior 
macro-level information (such commodity prices, busi-
ness cycles, interest rates and energy prices) but have less 
access to firm-level info (such as expected operating loss, 
abnormal inventory buildup or excess capacity) related to 
earnings forecasts relative to the accuracy of management’s 
forecasts (Piotroski and Roulstone 2004; Hutton et al. 2012). 
However, focusing on stock returns around changes in ana-
lyst stock recommendations, Liu (2011) finds that analysts 

produce more firm-specific than industry-level informa-
tion, especially for stocks with higher idiosyncratic return 
volatilities.

Prior research on behavioral bias indicates that overopti-
mism often feeds overconfidence, distorting most people’s 
beliefs (Russo and Schoemaker 1992). Excessive optimism 
or pessimism affects trading volume, stock misvaluation and 
volatility (Barber and Odean 2001; Hirshleifer 2001; Dan-
iel et al. 2001) and generates asset price bubbles (Scheink-
man and Xiong 2003). Strong firm-level investor optimism 
could promote CEO (Chief Executive Officer) overconfi-
dence, leading corporations to overinvestment when they 
have abundant internal funds, but curtail investment when 
they require external financing (Malmendier and Tate 2005). 
While firm-level investor optimism leads to external financ-
ing (Bradshaw et al. 2006), investor pessimism about firm 
performance could lead to contentious annual shareholder 
meetings and governance changes (Brochet et al. 2016). 
Simpson (2013) reports that managers strategically boost 
earnings via accruals to meet overly optimistic analysts’ 
forecasts or to induce a short-term increase in stock price 
during periods of high aggregate investor sentiment. Appar-
ently, all these behavioral biases are more likely to be spe-
cific to a firm, instead of the entire market or an industry.

Examining the effectiveness of corporate governance, 
Song and Thakor (2006) predict that the intensity of moni-
toring of projects and strategies by the board is greater 
when directors are pessimistic about business conditions but 
weaker when macroeconomic outlook is good. Povel et al. 
(2007) focus on the impact of investor optimism on corpo-
rate fraud commissions. In their model, the manager knows 
whether the firm has good or bad prospects and seeks exter-
nal funding. Investors do not know firm quality, but discover 
it by incurring monitoring costs. The model predicts that the 
manager’s incentive to commit fraud increases with the level 
of investor optimism about business conditions, because 
strong beliefs weaken the intensity of monitoring by inves-
tors. However, when investor optimism is high, investors 
are willing to provide funding without monitoring, hence 
reducing the probability of fraud. Thus, the probability of 
fraud is hump-shaped in the prior beliefs of investors about 
macroeconomic conditions—it increases first until investor 
beliefs reach a moderate level, but decreases when investors 
turn highly optimistic about business conditions. Povel et al. 
(2007) also note that the same hump-shaped pattern of fraud 
obtains even if one defines the state of the economy (“bad 
times” or “good times”) in terms of the expected return to 
any given firm rather than investor beliefs about general 
business conditions.

The large literature reviewed above demonstrates that the 
degree of investor optimism and analyst forecasts of firm 
profitability are shaped not only by macroeconomic factors 
such as economic boom or bust, interest rates and inflation 
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and variation in industry structure in terms of concentration 
level, barriers to entry, degree of product differentiation and 
growth prospects. Even firm-specific differences in manage-
rial abilities, strategies, organizational capabilities, R&D, 
investment, financing and dividend drive investor expecta-
tions of firm performance. Given the weight of theoretical 
and empirical evidence, an empirical analysis of firm-level 
accounting misconduct that focuses only on industry-level 
and economy-wide investor beliefs and ignores the degree 
of firm-specific investor optimism suffers from a serious 
omitted variable problem. This concern can be mitigated 
by considering firm-level measures of investor optimism in 
addition to the industry-level and economy-wide measures. 
Another potential limitation of relying only on industry-
level analysis is that the widely used method of defining 
industries by using the 48 industry groups in the Fama 
and French (1997) classification or the four-digit Standard 
Industrial Classification (SIC) code is crude. Such industry 
definitions are relatively fixed in time, identify mutually 
exclusive sets of firms while some firms diversify across 
many industries, and bear little relation to the list of com-
petitors that firms disclose in their proxy statements (Li 
et al. 2012; Rauh and Sufi 2012).

Although the evidence on the impact of market-wide 
investor beliefs on accounting misconduct is large, few stud-
ies have examined the role of firm-level optimism. Motivated 
by this gap in the literature, we propose to investigate the 
role of investor optimism regarding firm-specific attributes 
in determining the likelihood of firm-level accounting mis-
conduct. Our expectation is that when investors are pessi-
mistic about the prospects of an individual firm due to its 
inefficient management, labor-management conflicts, lack 
of innovative products and services, etc. (regardless of their 
outlook on a particular industry or the overall economy), 
their monitoring intensity of investment projects, financing 
policies and corporate strategies would be higher, thus low-
ering the odds of misconduct. On the other hand, if investors 
feel moderately optimistic about the firm’s prospects on top 
of its industry conditions, it should further dampen their 
incentives to monitor the firm, thus escalating the managers’ 
incentives to commit fraud. However, a firm is less likely to 
issue fraudulent reports when investors are highly optimis-
tic about firm performance regardless of broader economic 
outlook, because investors are still likely to offer funding 
without much scrutiny. Based on the above arguments, we 
formulate the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 The likelihood of accounting misconduct 
would increase as ex ante firm-level investor optimism rises 
up to a moderate level, but decrease when investors are 
extremely optimistic.

We focus on accounting irregularities which are similar 
to fraud in terms of a firm’s incentives to engage in account-
ing misconduct, but are not necessarily fraud. Hennes et al. 
(2008) highlight the importance of distinguishing between 
(unintentional) accounting errors and (intentional) irregu-
larities. Since we are interested in studying a firm’s incen-
tives to engage in a broader class of accounting miscon-
duct, we examine intentional misstatements.6 Both fraud 
and irregularities signify perverse incentives to misreport. 
However, fraud requires a higher burden of proof than is 
necessary to bring charges of financial misrepresentation. 
Accounting fraud is defined as a case in which the Secu-
rities and Exchange Commission (SEC) or Department of 
Justice (DOJ) files charges alleging the violation of: (1) Sec-
tion 17(a) of the 1933 Securities Act for fraudulent inter-
state transactions related to the issuance of a security, or 
(2) Section 10(b) of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act for 
manipulative and deceptive devices related to the trading of 
an already issued security (Karpoff et al. 2017; Young and 
Peng 2013). Further, accounting irregularities are different 
from earnings management or abnormal accruals in that the 
former is illegal and has a far more severe impact on inves-
tor trust and a firm’s cost of capital. Managers’ propensity 
to commit irregularities is influenced by a variety of fac-
tors, one of which is discretionary accruals reversals cou-
pled with decreased earnings management flexibility (Healy 
1985; Beneish 1999). Accruals reverse over time; abnormal 
accruals are a common indicator of within-GAAP earnings 
management (Zhao and Chen 2008) and are a potential indi-
cation of irregularities (Dechow et al. 2011).

In our main empirical tests, we rely on institutional rather 
than individual investor optimism because the former have 
better ability and access to firm-specific information and 
greater incentives to monitor the firm. In addition, we will 
look at the impact of unsophisticated investor sentiment 
regarding macroeconomic conditions as well firm-specific 
prospects.

Market Reactions

There is a large body of literature indicating a negative mar-
ket reaction to restatement announcements and an even more 
negative market reaction to irregularities or fraud (Palmrose 
et al. 2004; Hribar and Jenkins 2004; Carcello et al. 2011). 
Our first hypothesis considers investor optimism about firm 
prospects when misstatements are committed rather than 
detected. Consistent with this idea, when a firm announces 

6 We examine accounting errors (unintentional misstatements defined 
in Hennes et  al. 2008) while conducting falsification tests. To con-
serve space, results on errors are suppressed but are available upon 
request.
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a restatement we expect investors to reflect on the level of 
their optimistic beliefs about the firm not only as of the date 
of a restatement announcement (say, at time t) but also at 
the time when the firm first started falsifying accounting 
statements (say, time t − N). The time gap between these 
two critical event dates is typically 2 or more years. For 
example, a firm might intentionally overstate its revenue 
for year t − N and then disclose these reporting failures in 
year t. We expect investors to be more disappointed with 
the restatement announcement (at time t) the more optimis-
tic they were about the prospects of the firm at time t − N 
(when misleading reports are issued for the first time). In 
other words, investor optimism about firm prospects and 
the subsequent disclosure of fraudulent accounting would 
cause a huge loss of investor trust in the firm, leading to a 
sharply negative market reaction to firm-specific optimism 
at the time of commission of accounting misconduct. There 
would also likely be an increased risk premium related to 
the impaired credibility of the financial statement numbers, 
which would further magnify the negative market reaction. 
These arguments lead us to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2 Market reaction to the announcement of 
accounting irregularities would be more negative when 
investors hold more optimistic firm-specific beliefs at the 
time of manipulation of accounting statements.

Data and Sample Construction

Sample

Our misstatement sample is mainly from two sources, Gen-
eral Accounting Office (GAO) and Audit Analytics (AA). 
This sample is more comprehensive than GAO or AA (or 
both) used by most of the previous literature. GAO published 
two reports, one in 2002 and the other in 2006 (GAO 2002, 
2006). The two GAO reports contain financial restatements 
from January 1997 to September 2006. AA includes restate-
ments from January 2000. A small fraction of irregulari-
ties overlaps with the Federal Securities Regulation (FSR) 
database (see Karpoff et al. 2017).7 The FSR data are based 
on any violations of 13(b) provisions of the Securities and 
Exchange Act of 1934, which we consider as relevant to our 
analysis of accounting irregularities.8 We cross-check the 
three databases and delete duplicate cases and hand-collect 

the misstated period if needed.9 As an individual irregular-
ity may be associated with more than one public disclosure, 
we carefully investigate each case and keep only the earliest 
restatement.

Our test sample includes financial restatements (includ-
ing both irregularities and errors) occurring between 1996 
and 2012. We restrict our sample to misstatements after 
1996 because the passage of the Private Securities Litiga-
tion Reform Act in 1995 might affect a firm’s incentives to 
engage in fraudulent behavior. For each misstatement, we 
collect information on both the dates of commission and 
detection. Since the median length of the misstated period 
(from commission to detection) in our combined sample of 
irregularities is about 2 years, our commission and detection 
subsamples terminate in years 2010 and 2012, respectively.10 
Following Hennes et al. (2008), we classify each case of mis-
statement into either an irregularity or an error.11 Our sample 
of misstatements includes 830 firm-year irregularities and 
4360 firm-year errors. Our control sample includes all firms 
in the COMPUSTAT-CRSP merged database (except those 
in the misstatement sample). The control sample includes 
64,734 firm-year observations.12

Proxies for Investor Optimism

Our baseline results are based on three time-varying meas-
urements of the degree of investor optimism (negative 

7 We are grateful to Jonathan M. Karpoff, Allison Koester, D. Scott 
Lee and Gerald S. Martin who generously shared with us the FSR 
database they used in their paper, Karpoff et al. (2017).
8 Karpoff et al. (2017) find that 87.5% of cases in GAO and 97.8% 
of cases in AA are non-misconduct cases, compared with 0% in FSR.

9 FSR and AA report the date when misstatements start while GAO 
does not. So we hand-collect the information on the year of commis-
sion if the case is unique in the GAO dataset.
10 In the irregularities sample, the median (mean) length from com-
mission to detection is 2.64 (2) years and the upper (lower) quartile is 
4 (1) years. In the errors sample, the median (mean) length from com-
mission to detection is 2.17 (2) years and the upper (lower) quartile is 
3 (1) years.
11 The GAO data on the classification of errors versus irregulari-
ties were generously provided by Professor Andrew J. Leone (http://
sbale one.bus.miami .edu/). Our classification of irregularities from 
the Audit Analytic (AA) data follows Badertscher et  al. (2011). In 
the AA dataset, two variables help us distinguish irregularity from 
errors. One is “Res_fraud,” which equals 1 if the restatement identi-
fied financial fraud, irregularities and misrepresentations. The other is 
“Res_sec_investigation,” which equals 1 if the restatement disclosure 
identified that the SEC, PCAOB or other regulatory body is investi-
gating the registrant (pp. 1494 of Hennes et al. 2008).
12 We delete firms with negative book value of equity and firms with 
the two-digit SIC code equal to 99 indicating shell holding companies 
and acquisition vehicles whose characteristics change dramatically 
after acquisition. Since our control sample is based on the population 
of COMPUSTAT firms for which data are available, we address the 
concern over matched sample problem raised by Jones et  al. (2008) 
and Burns et al. (2010). As a large set of variables in regression anal-
yses imposes further reduction in sample size, we provide a detailed 
description on sample construction in Panel B of “Appendix A.” The 
distributions of the commission and detection of irregularities over 
our sample period 1996–2012 and across industry groups are shown 
in Table B.1 in “Appendix B.”

http://sbaleone.bus.miami.edu/
http://sbaleone.bus.miami.edu/
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values of which indicate pessimism) about future firm per-
formance. The first two are the median analyst forecast of a 
firm’s annual EPS growth (Firm EPS Growth) and Tobin’s 
Q (Firm Q), both measured prior to the commission of 
misstatements. Moreover, Crutchley et al. (2007) find that 
firms subject to regulatory actions tend to have a significant 
growth before committing fraud. In light of this evidence, it 
seems reasonable to assume that investors use the sustained 
stock return history of the firm to form beliefs about its pros-
pects. We label this third proxy as Prior Return N Yr., which 
represents the firm-level annual buy-and-hold return minus 
industry median annual buy-and-hold return, averaged over 
N years prior to the misstatement commission. We construct 
buy-and-hold stock returns in excess of the industry median 
for 3 and 5 years prior to the occurrence of misstatements.

In addition, following Aboody et al. (2018) we construct 
overnight stock returns (Overnight Stock Return) to capture 
the optimism of unsophisticated investors who are more sus-
ceptible to sentiment and likely to place orders outside of 
normal working hours (Berkman et al. 2012; Barber et al. 
2009). We also check robustness using analyst buy/sell rec-
ommendations (Analyst Recommendation) and percentage of 
buy recommendations (% Buy). Our first hypothesis predicts 
positive coefficients on firm-level optimism and negative 
coefficients on their respective squared terms, controlling 
for market-wide and industry-level sentiment and beliefs.

To test our second hypothesis on market reaction, we con-
struct the above measures preceding the detection of mis-
conduct as a comparison to the effect of those preceding the 
commission of misconduct.

Control Variables in the Commission of Misconduct 
Model

We follow the literature on accounting misconduct and 
financial restatements and include the following ex ante 
control variables, measured prior to the starting date of 
misconduct: Leverage (Dichev and Skinner 2002), M&A 
Expenditure (Kinney et al. 2004), CAPX, R&D, Log Assets, 
and Analyst Coverage (Wang 2011; Wang and Winton 
2014), Ext. Fin. Need and ROA (Dechow et al. 1996), Insider 
Ownership (Bhattacharya and Marshall 2012; Agrawal and 
Cooper 2015), BIGN and SOX. “Appendix A” provides the 
definitions of the all variables.

Results

Table 1 presents the mean and median of variables for the 
two subsamples, control (no-misstatements) and irregulari-
ties. If data on firm-level measures are missing, we delete 
those observations on industry-level measures in order to 
make fair comparisons. The test results on differences in 

means and medians of our test and control variables between 
two subsamples are shown in the last two columns. Overall, 
these univariate tests are supportive of our first hypothesis 
that, in addition to market-wide sentiment and industry-level 
optimism, firm-level investor beliefs are associated with 
higher incidence of accounting irregularities.13 For exam-
ple, Median Firm Q in the irregularities sample (1.56) is 
significantly higher relative to the control group (1.36). We 
observe a similar pattern using other firm-specific measures.

“Appendix B2” presents correlations among market-
wide, industry- and firm-level measures. Pairwise correla-
tions between market-wide sentiment index and firm-level 
measures, industry-level measures and their corresponding 
firm-level counterparts do not appear to be strong, although 
most are statistically significant due to the large sample 
size. For example, the estimated Pearson correlation coeffi-
cients between market-wide sentiment index (industry-level 
measures) and firm-level measures range from 0.01 to 0.21 
(0.01–0.24). These findings suggest that a large part of the 
variation of firm-level measures could not be explained by 
the variation of market-wide or industry measures and there-
fore provide additional explanatory power to the model. It is 
also noted that the correlations among different firm-level 
measures are low.

Investor Optimism and Managerial Propensity 
for Irregularities

Our first hypothesis posits that the likelihood of accounting 
irregularities would increase with investor optimism about 
future firm performance up to a moderate level, but it would 
decrease when investors are highly optimistic. We start our 
multivariate analyses by testing the following propensity for 
misconduct equation (P(M)) using binary response models:

The dependent variable (P(M)) is equal to one for irreg-
ularity committed in a firm-year, zero otherwise (i.e., for 
a firm-year with no misstatement). We analyze investor 
sentiment about the firm at the time when misstatements 
begin (t − N), instead of the time when misstatements are 

(1)

P(M) = {Proxies for Investor Optimism, Proxies for Investor

Optimism Squared,ROA, Leverage,External Financing Needs,

Insider Ownership, CAPX, R&D Expenditure,

M&A Expenditure, Log Asset, Analyst Coverage,

Institutional Ownership, Insider Ownership,

Big N Auditors, SOX}

13 Standard deviations for firm-level investor optimism are 1.173 for 
Firm Q and 1.464 Firm EPS Growth. Consistent with our expecta-
tion, these are much higher than the respective standard deviations for 
the industry-level optimism measures, 0.561 for Ind. Q and 0.168 for 
Ind. EPS Growth.
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detected or announced (t). Our results might be sensitive to 
alternative parametric binary choice models, so we report 
results based on both probit and logit regressions as our 
baseline tests. In Panel A of Table 2, our test variables are 
firm-level Tobin’s Q (proxy for investor optimism) and the 
corresponding squared terms. In Panel B (Panel C), we use 

analyst forecast of EPS growth (prior stock market per-
formance) as a proxy for firm-level investor optimism.14 

Table 1  Descriptive statistics

This table summarizes mean and median of test and control variables for irregularity and control samples. Irregularities are intentional account-
ing misstatements. Control firm-years are taken from the COMPUSTAT-CRSP merged sample after deleting firms that commit misstatements 
during the sample period. Variable definitions are available in “Appendix A.” The last column shows t-statistics (t-stat) for mean differences and 
Wilcoxon z statistics (z-stat) for median differences
*, ** and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels

Variables (1) Control (firm-years) (2) Irregularities (firm-years) (1)–(2)

N Mean Median N Mean Median t-stat z-stat

Test variables
 Market-wide sentiment
  ICS 40,168 83.43 86.60 620 87.92 91.20 − 8.22*** − 7.98***
  ICS (Fundamental) 40,168 82.63 85.93 620 85.55 85.93 − 7.43*** − 6.92***
  ICS (Sentiment) 40,168 0.81 3.32 620 2.37 4.16 − 5.99*** − 4.33***

 Industry-level optimism
  Ind. Q 40,168 1.55 1.37 620 1.62 1.39 − 2.73*** − 3.05***
  Ind. EPS Growth 39,800 0.08 0.11 618 0.11 0.13 − 3.61*** − 6.05***
  Ind. Analyst Recommendation 29,696 2.17 2.13 505 2.28 2.28 − 9.11*** − 9.25***
  Ind. % Buy 29,696 0.57 0.57 505 0.63 0.70 − 9.18*** − 9.26***

 Firm-level optimism
  Firm Q 40,064 1.97 1.36 618 2.31 1.56 − 4.84*** − 5.06***
  Firm EPS Growth 28,159 0.02 0.03 500 0.13 0.07 − 1.63** − 2.47**
  Prior Return 3 Yr. 33,184 0.06 0.00 505 0.13 0.03 − 4.03*** − 4.18***
  Prior Return 5 Yr. 27,764 0.05 0.00 419 0.11 0.04 − 4.53*** − 4.77***
  Overnight Stock Return 39,979 0.03 0.02 614 0.06 0.03 − 1.819* − 2.86***
  Analyst Recommendation 26,226 2.07 2.00 465 2.31 2.00 − 7.21*** − 7.36***
  % Buy 26,226 0.55 0.55 465 0.66 0.70 − 7.00*** − 7.06***

Control variables
 ROA 40,168 − 0.02 0.05 620 0.02 0.07 − 3.55*** − 3.72***
 Leverage 40,168 0.17 0.10 620 0.20 0.14 − 3.19*** − 4.02***
 Ext. Fin. Need 40,168 0.33 0.00 620 0.40 0.00 − 3.95*** − 3.95***
 M&A 40,168 0.03 0.00 620 0.05 0.00 − 5.10*** − 5.71***
 CAPX 40,168 0.06 0.03 620 0.07 0.04 − 3.07*** − 5.99***
 R&D 40,168 0.00 0.00 620 − 0.00 0.00 6.05*** 3.84***
 Log Asset 40,168 5.80 5.69 620 6.04 6.90 − 2.65*** − 2.57***
 Analyst Coverage 40,168 8.18 8.34 620 8.11 8.29 1.74* 3.16***
 Insider Ownership 40,168 0.02 0.01 620 0.02 0.01 − 0.10 − 4.06***
 Institutional Ownership 40,168 0.47 0.31 620 0.37 0.30 0.30 2.11**
 ST Compensation 40,168 0.55 0.55 620 0.55 0.55 − 1.11 − 1.26
 LT Compensation 40,168 0.38 0.38 620 0.38 0.38 1.59 1.63*
 Abnormal Restatement Risk 40,168 − 0.99 0.75 620 − 0.78 0.75 − 1.65** − 0.75
 Disastrous Stock Return 40,168 0.09 0.00 620 0.28 0.00 − 14.99*** − 14.86***
 Abnormal Return Volatility 39,971 0.01 0.01 618 0.01 0.00 1.06 1.03
 Abnormal Turnover 39,820 0.69 − 0.72 618 2.06 − 1.10 − 2.28** 0.09
 Big N 40,168 0.80 1.00 620 0.87 1.00 − 4.26*** − 4.26***

14 The estimated Pearson correlation coefficient between median Ind 
Q (Ind. EPS Growth) and Firm Q (Firm EPS Growth) is 0.24 (0.01), 
significant at 5% (see Table B.2 in “Appendix B”).
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Table 2  Simple probit and logit regressions—investors optimism and irregularity propensity

Probit Probit Probit Logit Logit Logit
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: investors optimism proxied by Tobin’s Q
Ind. Q 0.495* 0.419 1.209* 1.041

(0.284) (0.291) (0.715) (0.728)
Ind. Q Sq. − 0.106* − 0.098* − 0.255* − 0.242

(0.059) (0.060) (0.150) (0.149)
Firm Q 0.050*** 0.048*** 0.118*** 0.115***

(0.008) (0.009) (0.018) (0.022)
Firm Q Sq. − 0.001*** − 0.001** − 0.002*** − 0.002**

(0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001)
ROA 0.222** 0.271*** 0.258*** 0.617** 0.689*** 0.650***

(0.094) (0.090) (0.087) (0.270) (0.240) (0.231)
Leverage 0.104 0.139 0.150 0.231 0.323 0.351

(0.131) (0.119) (0.120) (0.348) (0.316) (0.319)
Ext. Fin. Need 0.085** 0.075* 0.071* 0.219** 0.197* 0.188*

(0.042) (0.042) (0.042) (0.106) (0.107) (0.107)
Insider Ownership − 0.531 − 0.703 − 0.652 − 1.173 − 1.644 − 1.523

(0.675) (0.662) (0.694) (1.763) (1.747) (1.839)
Big N 0.048 0.053 0.044 0.147 0.153 0.130

(0.058) (0.054) (0.058) (0.149) (0.139) (0.148)
M&A 0.306** 0.364*** 0.338** 0.736** 0.890*** 0.823***

(0.132) (0.138) (0.135) (0.291) (0.306) (0.300)
CAPX − 0.060 − 0.092 − 0.138 − 0.210 − 0.252 − 0.382

(0.166) (0.174) (0.172) (0.409) (0.437) (0.436)
R&D − 22.713*** − 21.262*** − 20.754*** − 53.004*** − 49.929*** − 48.142***

(6.640) (6.099) (6.539) (15.570) (14.123) (15.466)
Log Asset 0.031 0.030 0.034 0.084 0.083 0.093*

(0.021) (0.022) (0.021) (0.053) (0.054) (0.052)
Analyst Coverage − 0.009 − 0.008 − 0.010 − 0.014 − 0.012 − 0.017

(0.028) (0.027) (0.028) (0.074) (0.073) (0.074)
Institutional Ownership − 0.115** − 0.128** − 0.137** − 0.303** − 0.339** − 0.359***

(0.051) (0.053) (0.053) (0.133) (0.138) (0.138)
SOX − 0.330*** − 0.316*** − 0.325*** − 0.867*** − 0.829*** − 0.849***

(0.118) (0.113) (0.118) (0.305) (0.292) (0.302)
Constant − 2.661*** − 2.287*** − 2.663*** − 5.512*** − 4.587*** − 5.514***

(0.367) (0.377) (0.355) (0.933) (0.981) (0.909)
Log likelihood − 3108 − 3098 − 3095 − 3105 − 3096 − 3092
Observations 40,682 40,682 40,682 40,682 40,682 40,682
(a) Marginal effect of 1-std 

change of Ind. Q (from 
mean)

0.0024 0.0012 0.0023 0.0012

(b) Marginal effect of 1-std 
change of Firm Q (from 
mean)

0.0056 0.0058 0.0050 0.0052

Test for (a) = (b) 0.012 0.016
Prob > Chi2
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Table 2  (continued)

Probit Probit Probit Logit Logit Logit
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel B: investors optimism proxied by EPS growth
Ind. EPS Growth 0.243* 0.239* 0.676* 0.674*

(0.144) (0.142) (0.401) (0.393)
Ind. EPS Growth Sq. − 0.378* − 0.355 − 1.023* − 0.971*

(0.221) (0.232) (0.598) (0.561)
Firm EPS Growth 0.002** 0.002** 0.005** 0.005**

(0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003)
Firm EPS Growth Sq. − 0.001* − 0.001* − 0.004* − 0.004*

(0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003)
Controls and constant Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 28,659 28,659 28,659 28,659 28,659 28,659
Log likelihood − 2429 − 2423 − 2421 − 2427 − 2421 − 2419
(a) Marginal effect of 1-std 

change of Ind. EPS Growth 
(from mean)

0.0008 0.0007 0.0008 0.0008

(b) Marginal effect of 1-std 
change of Firm EPS Growth 
(from mean)

0.0014 0.0013 0.0016 0.0015

Test for (a) = (b) 0.090 0.112
Prob > Chi2

Probit Probit Logit Logit
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel C: investors optimism proxied by sustained prior firm performance
Prior Return 3 Yr. 0.021** 0.050*

(0.009) (0.026)
Prior Return 3 Yr. sq. − 0.000** − 0.001**

(0.000) (0.001)
Prior Return 5 Yr. 0.032** 0.069**

(0.012) (0.035)
Prior Return 5 Yr. sq. − 0.001** − 0.001**

(0.000) (0.000)
Controls and constant Yes Yes Yes Yes
Log likelihood − 2746 − 2107 − 2744 − 2266
Observations 33,626 28,102 33,626 28,102
Marginal effect of 1-std change of Prior 

Return (from mean)
0.0038 0.0037 0.0034 0.0030

The dependent variable is a dummy variable equal to one if a firm committed an irregularity and then got caught later, zero otherwise. Results 
based on probit regressions are presented in Models (1)–(3), and those based on logit regressions are presented in Models (4)–(6). In Panel 
A, Ind. Q is industry median Tobin’s Q and Firm Q is firm-level Tobin’s Q. Tobin’s Qs are measured prior to the misstatement commission. 
In Panel B, Ind. EPS Growth is industry median EPS growth and Firm EPS Growth is firm-level EPS growth. EPS growth rates are measured 
prior to the misstatement commission. In Panel C, Prior Return 3/5 Yr. are firm-level annual buy-and-hold return minus industry median annual 
buy-and-hold return, measured 3/5 years prior to the misstatement commission. In Panels B and C, control variables and constant are the same 
as in Panel A and suppressed. Sample construction and variable definitions are summarized in “Appendix A.” Robust two-dimensional cluster-
adjusted errors (in parentheses) are reported
*, ** and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels
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Robust two-dimensional (firm and year) cluster-adjusted 
errors (in parentheses) are reported (Petersen 2009). 

Panel A shows that the probability of an irregularity is 
positively related to the median industry Q, our proxy for 
prior investor beliefs about business conditions (with a coef-
ficient estimate of 0.495 in Model (1) using probit and 1.209 
in Model (4) using logit, significant at 10%). But it is nega-
tively related to the squared median industry Q (− 0.106 in 
Model (1) and − 0.255 in Model (4), significant at 10%). 
The marginal effect of median industry Q holding other vari-
ables at their means is 0.0024 in the probit Model (1) and 
0.0023 in the logit Model (4), respectively. The results sug-
gest that one-standard-deviation increase in industry-level 
Q increases the probability of irregularity by about 0.23%.

When we replace median industry Q with firm Q (our 
proxy for firm-level investor optimism) in Models (2) and 
(5), we find a similar pattern. Based on probit Model (2), the 
coefficient estimate is 0.050 (significant at 1%) on Firm Q 
and − 0.001 (significant at 1%) on Firm Q Sq., respectively. 
Logit Model (5) shows consistent results. Based on Model 
(2), a one-standard-deviation increase in firm Q is associated 
with an increase of 0.56% in the probability of irregularity, 
which is more than twice as large as the effect of industry 
level Q (0.24%) in Model (1). Similarly, comparing marginal 
probabilities in Model (5) with Model (4), we confirm that 
firm-level Q (0.23%) has stronger effects than the industry 
Q (0.50%) based on the logit model.

To further examine the relative importance of firm-level 
and industry-level measures of investor optimism on the pro-
pensity of accounting irregularities, we include both of these 
test variables in Models (3) and (6). The estimates are fairly 
stable and statistically significant, highlighting the explana-
tory power of idiosyncratic variation of firm-level meas-
ures. Furthermore, consistent with our expectation, these 
estimates indicate that firm-level heterogeneity in investor 
optimism has an economic importance on the likelihood of 
misconduct even after controlling for the effects of industry-
level outlook: a one-standard-deviation increase in industry 
median Q (firm Q) is associated with an increase of 0.12% 
(0.58%) in the probability of irregularity in probit Model 
(3). A Chi-square test of the difference between these two 
marginal probabilities (0.58% less 0.12%) has a p value of 
0.012. The corresponding marginal effects in logit Model 
(6) are 0.12% (0.52%), and the Chi-square test of the differ-
ence has a p value of 0.016. They indicate that the predictive 
power of firm-level heterogeneity in investor optimism is 
statistically significant and economically greater than that 
of investor optimism about industry prospects.15

In Panel B, we repeat the tests by using EPS growth to 
proxy for investor optimism. Panel C is based on measures of 
prior firm performance, constructed as buy-and-hold stock 
returns in excess of the industry median for 3 and 5 years 
prior to the occurrence of misstatements.16 Control variables 
and constant are the same as Panel A and suppressed. These 
findings reinforce the preceding results that the incidence 
of irregularity is positively related to firm-level measures 
of investor optimism and negatively related to their squared 
terms, even when we control for the industry-level counter-
parts. Turning to the marginal effects, we find that, com-
pared with industry-level proxies, a one-standard-deviation 
increase in the firm-level proxies for investor optimism is 
associated with a much larger increase in the incidence of 
irregularity (in Panel B). This conclusion is robust when 
we examine industry-level and firm-level outlook separately 
[Model (1) versus (2) and Model (4) versus (5)], and when 
we examine both of these measures together [in Model (3) 
and Model (6)]. Furthermore, the addition of firm-level 
investor optimism predictors to the industry-level explana-
tory variables appears to significantly improve the statisti-
cal power of the model in both probit and logit regressions. 
For example, comparing Models 1 and 3 in Panel A, the 
log likelihood changes from − 3108 to − 3095 when we add 
the firm-level predictors. The likelihood ratio test statistic is 
26 and is significant at 1% (with two degrees of freedom), 
suggesting that the model with the firm-level predictors fits 
significantly better than the model with only the industry-
level predictors.

As Petersen (2009) suggests, the use of two-way cluster-
ing may lead to higher t-statistics in certain cases, e.g., small 
samples. We rerun our baseline tests in Table 2 with stand-
ard errors clustered at firm-level only, rather than at both 
firm and year levels. As shown in Table B.3 in “Appendix 
B,” our results remain robust. The coefficient estimates on 
the three firm-specific investor optimism proxies—Firm Q, 
Firm EPS Growth and Prior Return 5 Yr., are all positive and 
significant and those on their squared values are all negative 
and significant, consistent with prediction in Hypothesis 1.

A potential concern with the above tests is that financial 
misstatements are partially observable since investors come 
to learn about them only when they are disclosed or detected 
(at time t), but they are unaware of the misdeeds at the time 
when they are actually committed ((t − N) < t). To address 
the incomplete detection problem, we follow Wang et al. 
(2010) and Wang (2011) and use a bivariate probit model 

15 Williams (2012) points out that assessing the marginal effects 
of the squared terms is not meaningful because one cannot change 
a squared term without changing the variable itself. Therefore, it is 
impossible to explain the effect of the squared term in isolation of the 
variable itself.

16 We stress that all specifications in Table 2 control for annual return 
on assets (ROA) for the year preceding the beginning of accounting 
misstatements to control for (short-term) prior firm performance.
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consisting of the following detection equation along with the 
previous misconduct equation17:

The dependent variable is a dummy variable P(D|M) = 1 
if a firm committed an irregularity and then got caught later, 
zero otherwise (i.e., for control firms with no misreport-
ing). It provides an estimate of the likelihood of irregularity 
detection conditional on misconduct. In Panel A of Table 3, 
we find that the probability of committing an irregularity 
is positively related to our measures of investor optimism 
at the industry level in Model 1. But it is negatively related 
to the squared median industry measures. When we replace 
the industry-level investor optimism proxies with the cor-
responding firm-level proxies in Model 2, we find similar 
results. In Model 3, we include all four variables and the 
results are still robust. In Panel C, the coefficient estimates 
of prior abnormal stock returns over 3 and 5 years are sig-
nificant, indicating that firm-level investor optimism is posi-
tively correlated with its (sustained) performance.18 Prior 
studies have typically focused on the linear effects of prior 
firm performance on propensity for manipulation using the 
standard probit model (Crutchley et al. 2007). We comple-
ment their findings by adopting the bivariate probit model 
and find that sustained prior outperformance of the firm 
has a strong negative nonlinear effect on the likelihood of 
misconduct on top of a significantly positive linear effect. 
Overall, the results in Table 3 are consistent with the pro-
bit results in Table 2, indicating that firm-level measures 
of investor optimism still matter even after controlling for 
industry-level proxies and partial observability.

Control variables in the commission model (P(M)) have 
qualitatively similar estimates as in the simple probit and 
logit regressions. Also, control variables in the detection 
model (P(D|M)) have the expected signs. Abnormal Restate-
ment Risk is positive and significant, implying that high 
industry restatement intensity increases the probability of 
detection. Disastrous Stock Returns and Abnormal Return 

(2)

P(D|M) = {CAPX, R&D Expenditure, M&A Expenditure,

Log Asset, Analyst Coverage, Institutional Ownership,

Abnormal Restatement Risk, Disastrous Stock Returns,

Abnormal Return Volatility, Abnormal Turnover, SOX}

Volatility are both significant determinants of the condi-
tional probability of detection of misstatements. A lower 
probability of detection implies a lower cost of engaging in 
misconduct, leading to a higher incentive to falsify account-
ing reports.19

It is worth noting that in all the Models in Table 3, the 
log pseudo-likelihood attains the lowest value when we add 
firm-level measures of investor optimism (the 5-year average 
prior abnormal stock returns). Moreover, the log likelihood 
ratio tests suggest that the model with firm-level predictors 
fits significantly better than the model with only industry-
level predictors. Together, these findings confirm that firm-
level investor optimism is a very important determinant of 
the propensity for accounting misconduct, even after con-
trolling for industry-level investor beliefs.

To shed light on the incremental value of our firm-level 
indicators when we account for partial observability, we turn 
to their marginal effects on the probabilities of misconduct. 
Consistent with simple probit results, the marginal effect 
of firm-level Q (0.0122, see Panel A) is higher than that 
of industry-level Q (0.0086), suggesting the importance of 
firm-level heterogeneity of investor optimism on the inci-
dence of accounting misconduct. Controlling for partial 
observability, the marginal effects of one-standard-deviation 
change in our test variables in Table 3 are larger than those 
in Table 2. Further, we compare the marginal effects of the 
measures of investor optimism with other variables. Con-
sistent with prior work of Wang (2011), the marginal effect 
of capital expenditure intensity, by far the most significant 
firm characteristics in our bivariate probit model, suggests 
that a one-standard-deviation increase in capital expendi-
ture increases the propensity for accounting misconduct by 
0.72% from its mean when holding all other variables at their 
respective means. By comparison, a one-standard-deviation 
increase in each of industry median Tobin’s Q and firm-level 
Tobin’s Q increases incentives for engaging in accounting 
manipulation by 0.65 and 1.04%, respectively, from its mean 

17 The bivariate probit model contains two separate equations, one 
for fraud commission and the other for detection of a fraud that was 
committed earlier. The probit model commonly used in prior stud-
ies focuses only on fraud detection; it is not capable of estimating the 
probability of fraud commission.
18 In unreported results, we construct excess firm-level Tobin’s Q and 
excess firm-level EPS Growth (both measured in excess of industry 
median). Further, we estimate firm-level buy-and-hold stock returns 
in excess of the industry median for 3 and 5 years prior to the occur-
rence of misstatements. The coefficient estimates for all these firm-
level measures of investor beliefs are significant.

19 Consistent with this argument, Log Assets is negative and sig-
nificant in the P(M) regression (− 0.079) in Table 3, suggesting that 
small firms are more susceptible to accounting misdeeds. But they 
are less likely to face intense investor monitoring, resulting in a sig-
nificantly lower likelihood of detection of their accounting failures 
(0.115). Wang (2011) argues that new investment opportunities tend 
to decrease investors’ ability to detect misrepresentation of cash flows 
from existing assets, thus increasing a firm’s incentives to manipu-
late accounting reports. In line with this argument, we find a positive 
and highly significant coefficient on CAPX (0.905) in the misconduct 
regression and a significantly negative coefficient (− 1.205) in the 
detection regression. By contrast, investor protection laws enacted 
by SOX appear to have reduced the propensity for accounting mis-
representation (− 2.608) and increased the likelihood of disclosure of 
misconduct (6.007). When we examine firm-level proxies in Model 
(2) and both industry-level and firm-level proxies in Model (3), these 
control variables have comparable magnitude of size and statistical 
significance.
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Table 3  Bivariate probit regressions—investors optimism and irregularity propensity

(1) (2) (3)

P(M) P(D|M) P(M) P(D|M) P(M) P(D|M)

Panel A: investors optimism proxied by Tobin’s Q
Ind. Q 0.548*** 0.491***

(0.157) (0.160)
Ind. Q Sq. − 0.113*** − 0.106***

(0.036) (0.038)
Firm Q 0.038*** 0.031***

(0.011) (0.011)
Firm Q Sq. − 0.001*** − 0.000**

(0.000) (0.000)
ROA 0.350*** 0.396*** 0.393***

(0.089) (0.081) (0.078)
Leverage 0.138* 0.163** 0.171**

(0.077) (0.082) (0.079)
Ext. Fin. Need 0.033 0.029 0.023

(0.030) (0.032) (0.031)
Insider Ownership 0.762** 0.621** 0.714**

(0.303) (0.316) (0.307)
Big N 0.086* 0.089* 0.081*

(0.045) (0.047) (0.046)
M&A 0.320* − 0.031 0.361* 0.028 0.326* 0.001

(0.184) (0.219) (0.197) (0.246) (0.190) (0.228)
CAPX 0.905*** − 1.205*** 0.842*** − 1.188*** 0.840*** − 1.190***

(0.297) (0.352) (0.316) (0.373) (0.308) (0.367)
R&D − 4.544 − 1.975 − 6.261 − 1.251 − 4.793 − 1.244

(8.317) (3.720) (9.263) (3.898) (8.607) (3.782)
Log Asset − 0.079*** 0.115*** − 0.075*** 0.111*** − 0.073*** 0.111***

(0.019) (0.017) (0.020) (0.017) (0.019) (0.017)
Analyst Coverage − 0.036 0.067** − 0.031 0.078*** − 0.035 0.069**

(0.027) (0.029) (0.027) (0.030) (0.027) (0.030)
Institutional Ownership − 0.199** 0.167* − 0.216** 0.173* − 0.216** 0.171*

(0.091) (0.095) (0.096) (0.100) (0.094) (0.098)
SOX − 2.608*** 6.007*** − 2.595*** 4.884 − 2.596*** 5.452

(0.091) (1.886) (0.097) (5.376) (0.090) (3.691)
Abnormal Restatement Risk 0.124*** 0.130*** 0.130***

(0.026) (0.031) (0.027)
Disastrous Stock Return 0.639** 0.737** 0.716**

(0.268) (0.316) (0.288)
Abnormal Return Volatility 0.472*** 0.536*** 0.510***

(0.097) (0.118) (0.102)
Abnormal Turnover 0.001 0.000 0.000

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Constant 0.400 − 1.281*** 0.811*** − 1.386*** 0.366 − 1.276***

(0.276) (0.268) (0.236) (0.281) (0.282) (0.272)
Log likelihood − 1946 − 1945 − 1940
Observations 25,056 25,056 25,056
(a) Marginal effect of 1-std change 

of Ind. Q (from mean)
0.0086 0.0065

(b) Marginal effect of 1-std 
change of Firm Q (from mean)

0.0122 0.0104
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Table 3  (continued)

(1) (2) (3)

P(M) P(D|M) P(M) P(D|M) P(M) P(D|M)

Test for (a) = (b)
Prob > Chi2 0.045

(1) (2) (3)
P(M) P(M) P(M)

Panel B: investors optimism proxied by EPS growth and irregularity propensity
Ind. EPS Growth 0.475*** 0.479***

(0.106) (0.106)
Ind. EPS Growth sq. − 0.794*** − 0.780***

(0.153) (0.154)
Firm EPS Growth 0.003** 0.004**

(0.002) (0.002)
Firm EPS Growth sq. − 0.002** − 0.002**

(0.001) (0.001)
Control variables in P(M) and P(D|M) and constant Yes Yes Yes
Log likelihood − 1515 − 1516 − 1512
Observations 18,786 18,786 18,786
(a) Marginal effect of 1-std change of Ind. EPS Growth (from mean) 0.0039 0.0026
(b) Marginal effect of 1-std change of Firm EPS Growth (from mean) 0.0081 0.0072
Test for (a) = (b)
Prob > Chi2 0.022

(1) (2)
P(M) P(M)

Panel C: investors optimism proxied by sustained prior firm performance
Prior Return 3 Yr. 0.083***

(0.022)
Prior Return 3 Yr. sq. − 0.003***

(0.001)
Prior Return 5 Yr. 0.081***

(0.027)
Prior Return 5 Yr. sq. − 0.003**

(0.001)
Log likelihood − 1749 − 1450
Control variables in P(M) and P(D|M) and constant Yes Yes
Observations 21,481 18,471
Marginal effect of 1-std change of Prior Return (from mean) 0.0091 0.0087

The dependent variable is a dummy variable equal to one if a firm committed an irregularity and then got caught later, zero otherwise. In bivari-
ate probit regressions, the estimation of misstatement propensity is indicated by P(M), and the estimation of irregularity detection likelihood by 
P(D|M). In Panel A, Ind. Q is industry median Tobin’s Q and Firm Q is firm-level Tobin’s Q. Tobin’s Qs are measured prior to the misstatement 
commission. In Panel B, Ind. EPS Growth is industry median EPS growth and Firm EPS Growth is firm-level EPS growth. EPS growth rates 
are measured prior to the misstatement commission. In Panel C, Prior Return 3/5 Yr. are firm-level annual buy-and-hold return minus industry 
median annual buy-and-hold return, measured 3/5 years prior to the misstatement commission. In Panels B and C, control variables in P(M) and 
P(D|M) and constant are the same as Panel A and suppressed. Sample construction and variable definitions are summarized in “Appendix A.” 
Robust two-dimensional cluster-adjusted errors (in parentheses) are reported
.*, ** and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels
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when holding all other variables at their means [in Model 
(3)]. A Chi-square test of the difference between these two 
marginal probabilities has a p value of 0.045, suggesting 
that the predictive power of firm-level investor optimism is 
statistically significant and economically greater than that of 
investor optimism about industry prospects. We find simi-
lar results in favor of the importance of firm-level investor 
optimism in both Panels B and C. These comparisons under-
score two important insights. First, investor optimism is far 
stronger in instigating accounting misrepresentation than 
capital expenditure. Second, firm-level investor optimism 
measures seem significantly more important in identifying 
at-risk firms for accounting failure than the industry median 
Tobin’s Q and EPS growth rate used in prior studies.

The forgoing analysis has not controlled for managerial 
compensation, which is known to affect executives’ incen-
tives for misrepresentation. Hertzberg (2005) posits that 
positive investor beliefs lead to more short-term executive 
compensation, which, in turn, increases the likelihood of 
fraud. Burns and Kedia (2006) report that the sensitivity 
of the CEO’s option portfolio to stock price is significantly 
positively related to the propensity to misreport. Wang et al. 
(2010) find that more optimistic beliefs lead to more short-
term compensation. To scrutinize whether compensation 
is the dominant mechanism, we run a two-stage regression 
by examining the relationship between investor beliefs and 
the structure of executive pay in the first stage and then use 
the predicted compensation in the second stage (Wang et al. 
2010). We construct the following two executive compensa-
tion variables: ST Compensation (industry median short-term 
incentive defined as (salary + bonus + other annual compen-
sation)/(total expected compensation) and LT Compensation 
(industry median long-term incentive measured as (restricted 
stock grants + option awards)/total expected compensation). 
Total expected compensation is the total of short-term com-
pensation, long-term compensation, long-term incentive pay-
outs and all other total income. In the first stage, we regress 
the firm-level short- and long-term executive compensation 
against firm median investor beliefs (Firm EPS Growth) for 
the entire ExecuComp database and calculate the predicted 
firm-level short- and long-term compensation. We then calcu-
late median Ind. Predicted ST Compensation and median Ind. 
Predicted LT Compensation and use them in the commission 
equation of the bivariate probit analysis in the second stage.

We suppress the first-stage estimates (relegated to Table 
B.4 in “Appendix B”) for brevity and report the second-stage 
results in Table 4.20 Even after controlling for executive 
compensation, we observe a hump-shaped relation between 

firm-level investor optimism and irregularity propensity, 
consistent with our first hypothesis. In particular, our test 
variables (Firm Q, and Firm Q Squared, Firm EPS Growth, 
Firm EPS Growth Squared, Prior Return 3/5 Yr. and Prior 
Return 3/5 Yr. Squared) remain significant. Chi-square tests 
show the differences in marginal probabilities associated 
with proxies for firm- and industry-level prospects are sig-
nificant with p values of 0.038 and 0.025.21 The industry 
median predicted ST compensation is positive and signifi-
cant in two of the four specifications and the industry median 
predicted LT compensation is negative and significant in all 
regressions.

While we mitigate the concern of partial observability of 
accounting failures by examining the channel through execu-
tive compensation in a two-stage bivariate probit framework, 
there might be endogeneity and reverse causality because it 
is possible that executives use earnings management as a 
tool to meet or beat analyst growth projections and promote 
investor optimism, reversing the causality from firm-level 
investor optimism to financial misconduct. To address this 
issue, we perform several robustness tests. First, we repeat 
tests in Table 2 to examine the relation between the like-
lihood of irregularity and the lagged, current and leading 
measures of firm-level investor optimism. In unreported 
results, we find that the likelihood of irregularity is signifi-
cantly related to the lagged, but unrelated to the current or 
leading measures of optimism.

Second, financial restatements tend to cluster by time, 
especially business cycles (see, for example, Ball 2009). 
Loughran and Ritter (2000) note that time clusters are com-
mon in initial public offerings of equity and point out that 
in such situations placing equal weight on each period is 
associated with reduced statistical power because of signifi-
cant correlations in residuals across firms on given dates. 
Since our prior logit and probit regressions treat different 
periods as independent observations in a cross-sectional 
setting, they are likely to inflate reported test statistics. A 
fixed-effect model could help mitigate this problem and con-
trol for unobserved heterogeneity. We run a set of pooled 
OLS regressions of the (linear) probability of irregularity 
on firm-level investor optimism and control variables with 
year-fixed effects. This correction accounts for the block-
diagonal structure in the error covariance matrix (Huber 
1967 and Rogers 1993). In Panel A of Table 5, the depend-
ent variable equals one if a firm commits an irregularity, 
zero otherwise (for control firms with no misreporting). 
The independent variables are the same as those in P(M) of 
Table 2. For each proxy of investor optimism, we separately 

20 In Table B.4 in “Appendix B,” we observe that more optimistic 
beliefs are associated with more short-term compensation (Models 1 
and 2) and less long-term compensation (Models 3 and 4), consistent 
with Hertzberg (2005) and Wang et al. (2010).

21 In unreported results, we include ST and LT compensation directly 
in the misconduct equation and find that the coefficient estimates of 
our test variables are still robust.
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examine industry-fixed effects, year-fixed effects and both. 
The robust results in Table 5 support our hypothesis that the 
likelihood of accounting irregularities increases with firm-
level investor optimism up to a moderate level but decrease 
when investors are highly optimistic.

Third, due to insufficient variation within firms (i.e., 
most of firms committed irregularity only once in our sam-
ple period), we are unable to include firm-level fixed effects 
in the preceding linear probability tests. Consequently, the 
error term is likely to be correlated over time for a given 
individual firm (Cameron and Trivedi 2005). To mitigate 

Table 4  Bivariate probit 
regressions—Investor optimism 
proxied by Q and executive 
compensation: second-stage 
estimates

The dependent variable is a dummy variable equal to one if a firm committed an irregularity and then 
got caught later, zero otherwise. The estimation of irregularity propensity is indicated by P(M), and the 
estimation of irregularity detection likelihood by P(D|M). Ind. Predicted ST Compensation is the industry 
median of predicted value of Firm ST Compensation from the first stage. Ind. Predicted LT Compensation 
is the industry median of predicted value of Firm LT Compensation from the first stage. Control variables 
in P(M) and P(D|M) and constant are the same as in Table 3 and are suppressed. Sample construction and 
variable definitions are summarized in “Appendix A.” Robust two-dimensional cluster-adjusted errors (in 
parentheses) are reported
*, ** and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels

P(M) (1) (2) (3) (4)

Ind. Q 0.597***
(0.154)

Ind. Q Squared − 0.104***
(0.035)

Firm Q 0.026***
(0.090)

Firm Q Squared − 0.0003*
(0.0002)

Ind. EPS Growth 0.544***
(0.125)

Ind. EPS Growth sq. − 0.964***
(0.189)

Firm EPS Growth 0.003**
(0.001)

Firm EPS Growth sq. − 0.002*
(0.001)

Prior Return 3 Yr. 0.016*
(0.008)

Prior Return 3 Yr. sq. − 0.0002**
(0.0001)

Prior Return 5 Yr. 0.033**
(0.016)

Prior Return 5 Yr. sq. − 0.001*
(0.000)

Ind. Predicted ST Compensation 12.618*** 6.579** 5.074 4.292
(2.942) (3.060) (3.708) (4.811)

Ind. Predicted LT Compensation − 17.150*** − 10.785*** − 9.986** − 9.724*
(3.090) (3.294) (3.884) (4.968)

Log likelihood − 1870 − 1476 − 1703 − 1417
Control variables in P(M) and P(D|M) and constant Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 24,914 18,763 21,356 18,366
(a) Marginal effect of 1-std change of industry-level 

proxy of optimism (from mean)
0.0083 0.0041

(b) Marginal effect of 1-std change of firm-level 
proxy of optimism (from mean)

0.0142 0.0089 0.0103 0.0111

Test for (a) = (b): Prob > Chi2 0.038 0.025
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Table 5  Robustness tests—investor optimism and irregularity propensity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: pooled OLS regressions of investor optimism and irregularity propensity
Ind. Q 0.010* 0.013

(0.006) (0.010)
Ind. Q Sq. − 0.003* − 0.002

(0.001) (0.002)
Firm Q 0.002*** 0.002***

(0.000) (0.000)
Firm Q Sq. − 0.00001*** − 0.00001***

(0.000) (0.000)
Ind. EPS Growth 0.005 0.001

(0.004) (0.004)
Ind. EPS Growth sq. − 0.006* − 0.006

(0.003) (0.005)
Firm EPS Growth 0.001** 0.001**

(0.000) (0.000)
Firm EPS Growth sq. − 0.0001* − 0.00004*

(0.000) (0.0000)
Prior Return 5 Yr. 0.001** 0.001**

(0.001) (0.001)
Prior Return 5 Yr. sq. − 0.00001** − 0.00001**

(0.0000) (0.0000)
Controls and constant Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
FF48. Industry FE No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 40,682 40,682 28,659 28,659 28,102 28,102
R− squared 0.177 0.180 0.181 0.184 0.167 0.169

(1) (2) (3) (4)
OLS-Fixed Effects OLS-Fixed Effects OLS-Fixed Effects Dynamic GMM

Panel B: panel regressions of investor optimism and earnings management
Ind. Q − 0.027 − 0.052 0.011 0.004

(0.048) (0.066) (0.080) (0.059)
Ind. Q Sq. 0.003 0.002 − 0.014 − 0.015

(0.009) (0.017) (0.020) (0.016)
Firm Q 0.063*** 0.065*** 0.075*** 0.078***

(0.010) (0.011) (0.013) (0.016)
Firm Q Sq. − 0.003*** − 0.003*** − 0.003*** − 0.003***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Lagged Ab. Accrual 0.905*** 0.766*** − 0.074** − 0.135

(0.034) (0.073) (0.032) (0.100)
Controls and constant Yes Yes Yes Yes
AR(1) test p value 0.046
AR(2) test p value 0.654
Hansen test p value 0.252
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
FF48. Industry FE No Yes No No
Firm FE No No Yes Yes
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this concern, we replace the binary dependent variable with 
abnormal accruals, which are a common measure of earn-
ings management and a potential indicator of irregularities 
(Dechow et al. 2012; Simpson 2013; Zhao and Chen 2008). 
The methodological advantage of using abnormal accruals, a 
continuous dependent variable, is that we can perform analy-
ses using panel data with firm-fixed effects and a dynamic 
GMM Arellano and Bond (1991) regression as shown in 
Table 6 (Erickson and Whited 2012; Erickson et al. 2014).22 
In Panel B of Table 5, the dependent variables are abnor-
mal accruals based on modified Jones model (Kothari et al. 
2005) and independent variables are the same as those in 
P(M) of Table 2.23 To conserve space, we present only the 
results using Tobin’s Q. Results using EPS Growth and Prior 
Returns are statistically and qualitatively similar. In all the 
models, the coefficient estimates on firm-level Tobin’s Q and 
its squared term are quite stable and statistically significant. 
The p value of the AR(2) test suggests that there is no serial 
correlation at the second difference level. The p value of 
the Hansen test suggests that the instruments are valid. In 

addition, unreported results based on Wald χ2 tests suggest 
that the direction of causality is from investor’s optimism to 
abnormal accrual and not the reverse.24

In addition, we conduct two-stage bivariate probit regres-
sions based on EPS Growth Residual that is unexplained 
by earnings management (proxied by abnormal accruals), 
see Table B.6 in “Appendix B.”25 Next we perform analy-
ses based on propensity score matching on high firm-level 
investor optimism to address potential selection bias due to 
observable heterogeneity. Propensity scores are estimated 
using probit models with High Firm Q = 1 (treated) as the 
dependent variable for firms with Tobin’s Q greater than 
the industry median, 0 otherwise (control), and independent 
variables include lagged earnings management and a set of 
controls. Our tests use (1) nearest neighbor 1:1 with replace-
ment, (2) nearest-neighbor 1:4 without replacement and (3) 
a sample including all firms within the region of common 

22 Panel regressions with firm-fixed effects further capture unob-
served heterogeneity at the firm level. The GMM accounts for unob-
served heterogeneity (i.e., unobservable variables affect both the 
dependent and independent variables) as well as simultaneity (i.e., 
independent variables are functions of the dependent variables). 
Dynamic GMM is so far one of the most powerful econometric tools 
to address the endogeneity of Tobin’s Q (Erickson and Whited 2012).
23 We calculate abnormal accruals as the error term for firm i in year 
t by regressing total accruals for firm i in year t on the inverse of total 
assets in year t − 1, changes in revenue in year t (scaled by total assets 
in year t − 1) minus changes in receivables in year t (scaled by total 
assets in year t − 1) and gross property, plant and equipment in year t 
(scaled by total assets in year t − 1). The modified Jones model is esti-
mated for each Fama and French (1997) 48-industry and year group.

24 Furthermore, we use the Erickson and Whited (2012) estimator 
to address potential concerns about measurement error in firm-level 
Q with a within-firm transformation to account for firm-fixed effects 
and find that the coefficient estimates on firm-level Q are larger. For 
example, using the third-order estimator in Erickson and Whited 
(2012), the coefficient estimates of firm Q is 0.082 and that of firm 
Q squared is − 0.0032. These positive and significant coefficient for 
firm-level Q and negative and significant coefficient for firm-level Q 
squared (std. error of firm Q is 0.017 and std. error of firm Q squared 
is 0.0001, both with p values equal to 0.000) offer support for a causal 
relation between the incidence of accounting misconduct and firm-
level investor optimism. Also, see Table B.5 in “Appendix B.”
25 In the first stage, firm-level EPS growth is regressed on earnings 
management with firm- and year-fixed effects. Residual Firm EPS 
Growth is calculated as actual firm-level EPS growth minus the pre-
dicted level of EPS growth. In the second stage, we estimate the pre-
vious bivariate probit model.

Table 5  (continued)

In Panel A, the dependent variable is a dummy variable equal to one if a firm committed an irregularity, zero otherwise. Models (1) and (2) use 
Tobin’s Q as a proxy for investor optimism. Ind. Q is industry median Tobin’s Q and Firm Q is firm-level Tobin’s Q, both measured prior to the 
misstatement commission. Models (3) and (4) use Tobin’s Q as a proxy for investor optimism. Ind. EPS Growth is industry median analyst fore-
cast of EPS growth, and Firm EPS Growth is firm-level analyst forecast of EPS growth, both measured prior to the misstatement commission. 
Models (5) and (6) use sustained prior firm performance as a proxy for investor optimism. Prior Return 5 Yr. is firm-level annual buy-and-hold 
return minus industry median annual buy-and-hold return, measured 5  years prior to the misstatement commission. Models (1), (3) and (5) 
control for year-fixed effects. Models (2), (4) and (6) control for industry- and year-fixed effects. Control variables and constant are the same as 
in Table 2 and suppressed. In Panel B, the dependent variable is abnormal accruals using the modified Jones model with an intercept. Ind. Q is 
industry median Tobin’s Q and Firm Q is firm-level Tobin’s Q, both measured prior to the misstatement commission. Lagged Ab. Accrual is the 
lagged dependent variable. Model (1) controls for year-fixed effects. Model (2) controls for industry- and year-fixed effects. Model (3) controls 
for firm- and year-fixed effects. A dynamic GMM Arellano and Bond (1991) regression with firm- and year-fixed effects is presented in Model 
(4). Control variables and constant are the same as in Table 2 and suppressed. Variable definitions are summarized in “Appendix A.” Robust 
two-dimensional cluster-adjusted errors (in parentheses) are reported
*, ** and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels

(1) (2) (3) (4)
OLS-Fixed Effects OLS-Fixed Effects OLS-Fixed Effects Dynamic GMM

Observations 19,663 19,663 19,663 15,041
R-squared 0.862 0.871 0.937
Number of firms 4309 3012
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support of their propensity scores. Results in Table B.7 in 
“Appendix B” (based on nearest-neighbor 1:1 with replace-
ment) suggest that our results are still robust and consistent 
with previous findings.

If the documented positive relation between the likeli-
hood of intentional accounting misconduct and investor 
optimism (at both industry and firm levels) is indeed true 
rather than merely a spurious correlation, then we would 
expect no relation between the incidence of unintentional 
misstatements (i.e., random errors) and investor optimism. 
On the other hand, if there are unobservable factors that 
explain inadvertent errors in financial reporting and also are 
correlated with our measures of investor optimism, then we 
also would expect a positive relation between the likelihood 
of errors and investor optimism. To scrutinize these argu-
ments, we conduct falsification tests by treating accounting 
errors as the dependent variable and find none of the proxies 
for investor optimism statistically significant. For brevity, we 
do not tabulate these results.

Alternative Proxies for Investor Optimism

In this section, we examine the robustness of our results 
to market-wide sentiment, measured by the Michigan Con-
sumer Sentiment Index (ICS), as well as to additional prox-
ies for firm-specific investor optimism: overnight firm-level 
stock returns for unsophisticated individual investors and 
analyst stock recommendations.

The ICS is based on a monthly national survey of con-
sumer expectations and is widely regarded as an indicator 
of the average consumer’s confidence in the future state of 
the economy.26 We follow prior literature (e.g., Baker and 

Table 6  Consumer sentiment and overnight stock returns as proxies 
for investor optimism

The dependent variable is a dummy variable equal to one if a firm com-
mitted an irregularity and then got caught later, zero otherwise. Results 
are based on probit regressions. Models (1) and (2) use Tobin’s Q as a 
proxy for investor optimism. In Panel A, Model (1) reports the results 
of tests examining the effect of market-wide investor sentiment, prox-
ied by the Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index (ICS). In Model (2), 
quarterly ICS is first regressed on the contemporaneous, leading and 
lagged values of the macroeconomic variables, including return on 
the CRSP value-weighted index including distributions, default spread 
(difference between yields to maturity on Baa- and Aaa-rated bonds), 
yield on the 3-month Treasury bill, GDP growth, personal consump-
tion growth, labor income growth, unemployment rate, consumer price 
index inflation rate and consumption-to-wealth ratio, to obtain the pre-
dicted value (i.e., fundamental component) and the residual (i.e., senti-
ment). Next, the accounting irregularity indicator variable is regressed 
on the preceding year’s average fundamental component, fundamental 
component squared, sentiment and sentiment squared, as well as on all 
controls used in Eq. (1), and industry- and firm-fixed effects. In Panel 

(1) (2)

Panel A: consumer sentiment
ICS 0.067***

(0.008)
ICS Sq. − 0.0004***

(0.000)
ICS (Fundamental) 0.116***

(0.014)
ICS (Fundamental) Sq. − 0.001***

(0.000)
ICS (Sentiment) 0.216***

(0.019)
ICS (Sentiment) Sq. − 0.032***

(0.007)
Control variables Yes Yes
Industry FE Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes
Observations 40,682 40,682
Panel B: overnight stock returns
ICS (Sentiment) − 0.213

(0.588)
ICS (Sentiment) Sq. − 0.036

(0.174)
Ind. Q 0.384*

(0.226)
Ind. Q Sq. − 0.060*

(0.034)
Overnight Return 0.061** 0.055**

(0.026) (0.028)
Overnight Return Sq. − 3.764** − 3.788**

(1.863) (1.271)
Control variables Yes Yes
Industry FE Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes
Observations 40,593 40,593

B, annual overnight stock return (calculated by averaging monthly aver-
age overnight returns for the year prior to the commission of account-
ing irregularities) is used as another proxy for firm-level investor opti-
mism. Overnight Return is calculated by averaging monthly average 
overnight returns for the year prior to the commission of accounting 
irregularities. Sample construction and variable definitions are summa-
rized in “Appendix A.” Control variables are the same as in Eq. (1) and 
suppressed. Standard errors (in parentheses) are double-clustered at the 
firm and year levels
*, ** and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels

Table 6  (continued)

26 We are grateful to an anonymous referee for suggesting con-
sumer sentiment as an alternative proxy for investor optimism. The 
term sentiment refers to “feelings or beliefs about a situation, state 
of affairs, or event” (Hribar et  al. 2017, p. 26). Most of studies in 
finance and accounting focus on beliefs that are “unjustified” based 
on available information (e.g., Baker and Wurgler 2006; Lemmon 
and Portniaguina 2006). The focus of our study is firm-level investor 
optimism, which refers to investors’ belief about firm perspectives. 
It includes both “justified” and “unjustified” beliefs. Differentiating 
“unjustified” sentiment from “justified” part is beyond the scope of 
this paper. However, we believe the “unjustified” part is important in 
examining the roles of different players in the market. In the revised 
version, we apply a variety of measures to capture both aspects.
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Wurgler 2006; Lemmon and Portniaguina 2006) and use OLS 
to decompose the quarterly ICS into two components: (1) a 
component explained by macroeconomic factors and (2) a 
component that is not explained by macroeconomic factors. 
In the first step, we obtain the predicted value (ICS (Funda-
mental)) and the residual (ICS (Sentiment)) of ICS by regress-
ing the quarterly ICS on the contemporaneous, leading and 
lagged values of the following macroeconomic variables: 
return on the CRSP value-weighted index including distribu-
tions, default spread (difference between yields to maturity 
on Baa- and Aaa-rated bonds), yield on the 3-month Treas-
ury bill, GDP growth, personal consumption growth, labor 
income growth, unemployment rate, consumer price index 
inflation rate and consumption-to-wealth ratio (Hribar et al. 
2017; Lemmon and Portniaguina 2006; see “Appendix A” 
for definitions of these variables). Our expectation is that ICS 
(Sentiment) component captures aggregate firm-level “unjusti-
fied” investor optimism.27 Then we regress accounting irregu-
larities as of year t on the preceding quarter’s ICS (Fundamen-
tal) component, ICS (Fundamental) component squared, ICS 
(Sentiment) and (ICS Sentiment) squared, as well as on all 
controls used in Eq. (1), and industry- and firm-fixed effects. 
As before, standard errors are double-clustered at the firm and 
year levels.28 We suppress all control variables for brevity.

As reported in column 1 of Panel A of Table 6, the esti-
mated coefficient on ICS is positive and that on its squared 
value is negative (both highly significant), consistent with 
our expectation. When we decompose ICS, the fundamen-
tal component (its squared value) is positive (negative) 
and highly significant, see column 2. More to the point, 
the sentiment component is positive and its squared value 
negative, both highly significant. These results indicate that 
the incidence of accounting irregularities increases as firm-
level investor optimism increases up to a moderate level but 
decreases at high levels of optimism even after controlling 
for macroeconomic factors is robust to using market-wide 
sentiment rather than analyst-based earnings growth.29

As an added robustness test, we select overnight stock 
returns as another proxy for firm-level investor optimism. Prior 

studies show that retail investors are generally less sophisti-
cated in investment analysis and more susceptible to sentiment 
than are institutional investors. They tend to place orders out-
side of normal trading hours, which are executed at the start 
of the next trading day (Barber et al. 2009; Berkman et al. 
2012). Aboody et al. (2018) presents evidence indicating that 
overnight (close-to-open) stock return on individual stocks can 
serve as a measure of firm-specific investor sentiment.

We calculate average annual overnight return by averaging 
monthly average overnight returns adjusted for stock splits, 
stock dividends and cash dividends taken from CRSP for the 
year prior to the commission of accounting irregularities. We 
use the probit regression specification presented in column 
3, Panel A of Table 2, but replace Firm Q and Firm Q Sq. 
with Overnight Return and its squared value.30 As shown in 
both columns 1 and 2 of Panel B of Table 6, the estimated 
coefficients on Overnight Return are positive and those on 
its squared value are negative (both significant at 5%), after 
controlling for industry-level and economy-wide measures of 
optimism. These results suggest that firm-level unsophisticated 
investor optimism as reflected by overnight stock returns is an 
important driver of the incidence of accounting irregularities.

Our final proxies for investor optimism are derived from 
analyst recommendations for buying and selling individual 
stocks.31 We gather data on the IBES standardized numeri-
cal ratings of 1 through 5 to represent strong buy, buy, hold, 
underperform and sell, respectively. To facilitate compari-
son of regression estimates with other proxies based on 
analyst EPS growth forecasts, we reverse the IBES ratings 
to 1 through 5 to represent sell, underperform, hold, buy 
and strong buy, respectively. In addition, we select % Buy 
provided by IBES which denotes percentage of Buy recom-
mendations made by brokerage house analysts. From these 
inputs, we construct the following industry-level and firm-
level recommendations: Ind. Analyst Recommendation, Ind. 
Analyst Recommendation Sq., Firm Analyst Recommendation 
and Firm Analyst Recommendation Sq.32 The number of firm-
year observations drops to 26,691 because many firms do not 
have data on firm-level analyst recommendations. The probit 
regression estimates using these proxies for investor optimism 
are presented in Panels A and B of Table 7. The estimates on 
all firm-level test variables (Firm Recommendation and Firm 
Recommendation Sq. in Panel A and Firm % Buy and Firm 

27 ICS (Fundamental) has an estimated Pearson correlation coef-
ficient of 0.20 with median Ind Q and 0.40 with Ind. EPS Growth), 
both significant at 5%; ICS (Sentiment) has an estimated Pearson cor-
relation coefficient of -0.02 with Firm Q (significant at 5%) and 0.00 
with Firm EPS Growth (see Table B.2 in “Appendix B”).
28 We obtain essentially similar results if we use the mean of all 
four-quarters of the preceding year instead of consumer confidence 
estimates specific to the preceding fourth quarter. Results are similar 
when we cluster standard errors at only the firm level.
29 To verify the robustness of our basic results reported in Table 2, we 
add ICS and ICS Sq. to Panels A, B and C of Table 2. As shown in Table 
B.8 in “Appendix B,” the coefficient estimates on the three firm-specific 
investor optimism proxies—Firm Q, Firm EPS Growth and Prior Return 
5 Yr., are all positive and significant and those on their squared values are 
all negative and significant, consistent with prediction in Hypothesis 1.

30 Overnight Return has an estimated Pearson correlation coefficient 
of 0.08 with Firm Q, − 0.02 with Firm EPS Growth and − 0.02 with 
ICS (Sentiment) (see Table B.2 in “Appendix B”). Due to large sam-
ple size, all these correlation coefficients are statistically significant.
31 We are grateful to an anonymous referee for suggesting analyst 
stock recommendations as alternative proxies for investor optimism.
32 Firm Analyst Recommendation has an estimated Pearson correla-
tion coefficient of 0.14 with Firm Q, 0.02 with Firm EPS Growth, 
0.07 with Overnight Return and 0.10 with ICS (Sentiment), all signifi-
cant at 5% (see Table B.2 in “Appendix B”).
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% Buy Sq. in Panel B) are significant and have the expected 
signs, offering support to our hypothesis that firm-level inves-
tor optimism matters in driving accounting misconduct.33

Overall, our results are consistent with the first hypothesis 
that the likelihood of accounting irregularities is a concave 
function of ex ante firm-level investor optimism, first increas-
ing up to a moderate level, but then decreasing once optimism 
is sufficiently high, even after controlling for correspond-
ing industry-level and economy-wide optimism measures. 
Moreover, based on the explanatory power (log likelihood 
ratio test) and marginal effects, the models including firm-
level optimism measures outperform those including only 

industry-level measures examined by prior studies in pre-
dicting accounting misconduct. A battery of robustness tests 
offers strong support for the power of firm-level investor opti-
mism in predicting the incidence of accounting irregularities.

Market Reactions

Our second hypothesis predicts that firm-specific investor opti-
mism at the time of initial misstatement is more negatively 
associated with stock returns on the announcement of account-
ing restatements. To investigate this hypothesis, we estimate 
market reactions to the disclosure of restatements as measured 
by cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) for each firm over the 
3-day event window (− 1,1). Our sample of market reactions 
includes 490 firm-year observations on accounting irregu-
larities and 3010 firm-year accounting errors drawn from the 
COMPUSTAT_CRSP merged database from 1996 to 2012 
(see Table B.10 in “Appendix B”).34 We subtract the CRSP 
market index return (equally weighted, with dividends) from 
a company’s daily stock return to estimate its daily abnormal 
return. The average 3-day CAR over (− 1,1) is − 9% for irregu-
larities, compared with − 1.9% for errors. The differences in 
both means and medians are highly significant, consistent with 
prior studies (Collins et al. 1987; El-Gazzar, 1998).

To test our hypothesis on investor reaction, we create 
an indicator variable, IRR, which takes a value of one for 
accounting irregularities and zero for errors. Our prior discus-
sion has treated IRR as an endogenous variable, since firms 
choose whether to manipulate accounting statements and 
when to disclose it to the public. However, consistent with 
the literature on investor reaction to financial restatements, 
we begin our analysis by assuming IRR is exogenous and later 
address endogeneity concerns. Next we interact IRR with the 
proxies for firm-specific investor optimism about firm pros-
pects to investigate whether investors react more negatively 
the more positive their outlook was about firm performance.

Table 8 reports the results of cross-sectional multivariate 
regressions sorted by four sets of proxies for prior investor 
optimism about the state of the firm and of the industry. As 
noted previously, in our combined sample of irregularities 
and errors the median (mean) time gap between the begin-
ning of misconduct and its subsequent detection is 2.64 (2) 
years. For irregularities, the upper quartile is 4 years. Given 
this wide window, investor expectations can vary between 
the date of commission and the subsequent detection of mis-
conduct. Moreover, leakage of information about alleged 
misconduct is likely during this time interval, which would 
lower the level of investor optimism as well as the sensitiv-
ity of market reaction to the eventual detection of manipu-
lation. Therefore, we sort these investor optimism proxies 

Table 7  Analyst stock recommendation as a proxy for investor opti-
mism

The dependent variable is a dummy variable equal to one if a firm 
committed an irregularity and then got caught later, zero otherwise. 
Results are based on probit regressions. Models (1) and (2) use indi-
vidual analyst stock recommendation and percentage of buy recom-
mendations as proxies for investor optimism (IO), respectively. In 
Panel A, individual analyst recommendations in column (1) are 
obtained from IBES, which collects stock recommendations from 
brokerage houses and assigns standardized numerical ratings, with 
numbers 1–5 representing strong buy, buy, hold, underperform and 
sell, respectively. To facilitate comparison of regression estimates 
with other proxies based on analyst EPS growth forecasts, the IBES 
ratings are reversed as 1 through 5 to represent sell, underperform, 
hold, buy and strong buy, respectively. In column (2), % Buy pro-
vided by IBES denotes percentage of buy recommendations made by 
brokerage house analysts. Ind. % Buy is industry median % Buy for a 
given year. Firm % Buy is firm-level % Buy. Both are measured prior 
to the misstatement commission. Sample construction and variable 
definitions are summarized in “Appendix A.” Control variables are 
the same as in Eq. (1) and suppressed for brevity. Standard errors (in 
parentheses) are double-clustered at the firm and year levels
*, ** and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels

Analyst Recommenda-
tion

% Buy

(1) (2)

Ind. IO 3.420*** 1.894
(1.208) (1.427)

Ind. IO Sq. − 0.657** − 2.443**
(0.280) (1.096)

Firm IO 0.303** 0.362**
(0.122) (0.157)

Firm IO Sq. − 0.042** − 0.095*
(0.018) (0.050)

Control variables Yes Yes
Industry FE Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes
Observations 26,691 26,691

33 Because Firm Analyst Recommendation is essentially a categorical 
variable, we verify that our results are robust to using spline regres-
sions based on quintiles, which allow the slope coefficient to vary with 
different levels of investor beliefs, see Table B.9 in “Appendix B,”

34 The reduction in sample size is due to missing return variables in 
CRSP.
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Table 8  Prior investor optimism 
and market reactions to 
accounting restatements

CAR (− 1,1) (1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: investor optimism proxied by Q
Ind. Q_commit 0.002

(0.005)
Ind. Q_commit*IRR 0.001

(0.013)
Ind. Q_detect 0.005

(0.006)
Ind. Q_detect*IRR − 0.008

(0.015)
Firm Q_commit − 0.003

(0.003)
Firm Q_commit*IRR − 0.010**

(0.005)
Firm Q_detect − 0.002

(0.001)
Firm Q_detect*IRR − 0.000

(0.003)
IRR − 0.045** − 0.034 − 0.030** − 0.044***

(0.022) (0.025) (0.014) (0.010)
Core − 0.002 − 0.002 − 0.001 − 0.001

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)
Length 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
SEC 0.041*** 0.041*** 0.044*** 0.042***

(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010)
Leverage − 0.017 − 0.017 − 0.019 − 0.021

(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)
Log Assets 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.005*** 0.005***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Prior Return − 0.003 − 0.003 − 0.000 0.000

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
SOX 0.033*** 0.032*** 0.030*** 0.032***

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)
Constant − 0.084*** − 0.089*** − 0.069*** − 0.075***

(0.017) (0.018) (0.016) (0.014)
Observations 1295 1295 1295 1295
R-squared 0.068 0.068 0.075 0.070
Panel B: investor optimism proxied by EPS growth
Ind. EPS Growth_commit − 0.011

(0.012)
Ind. EPS Growth_commit*IRR − 0.076*

(0.045)
Ind. EPS Growth_detect − 0.008

(0.013)
Ind. EPS Growth_detect*IRR − 0.040

(0.048)
Firm EPS Growth_commit 0.001***

(0.000)
Firm EPS Growth_commit*IRR − 0.001**

(0.000)

Firm EPS Growth_detect 0.000
(0.000)
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by the date when firms begin misreporting their accounts 
(date of commission) and the date of disclosure (date of 
detection). All our optimism proxies are measured prior 
to either the date of commission or of detection as noted 
in the following discussion. This scheme results in eight 
test variables (one for each of the four proxies for optimism 
measured at 2 years—year of commission and of detection): 
Ind. Q_detect, Firm Q_detect, Ind. EPS Growth_detect, Firm 
EPS Growth_detect, Ind. Q_commit, Firm Q_commit, Ind. 

EPS Growth_commit and Firm EPS Growth_ commit. As an 
example, the variable Firm Q_commit represents firm-level 
investor optimism as proxied by Tobin’s Q as of the date of 
commission of misconduct. Then, we interact these opti-
mism indicators with IRR. Our second hypothesis focuses 
on investor optimism about the state of the firm, so we are 
mainly concerned with firm-related test variables listed 
above and their interactions with IRR.

Table 8  (continued)

CAR (− 1,1) (1) (2) (3) (4)

Firm EPS Growth_detect*IRR 0.000
(0.002)

IRR − 0.039*** − 0.044*** − 0.047*** − 0.047***
(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010)

Controls and constant Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1235 1235 1235 1235
R-squared 0.073 0.071 0.072 0.070
Panel C: investor optimism proxied by sustained prior firm performance
Prior Return 3 Yr_commit 0.001*

(0.001)
Prior Return 3 Yr_commit*IRR − 0.002**

(0.001)
Prior Return 3 Yr_detect 0.000

(0.000)
Prior Return 3 Yr_detect*IRR − 0.005

(0.005)
Prior Return 5 Yr_commit 0.002*

(0.001)
Prior Return 5 Yr_commit*IRR − 0.003*

(0.002)
Prior Return 5 Yr_detect 0.000

(0.000)
Prior Return 5 Yr_detect*IRR − 0.008

(0.009)
IRR − 0.046*** − 0.043*** − 0.044*** − 0.037***

(0.010) (0.009) (0.009) (0.010)
Controls and constant Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1234 1234 1016 1016
R-squared 0.068 0.068 0.067 0.071

The dependent variable is cumulative abnormal return (CAR) over 3  days around accounting restate-
ment announcements. Panel A presents results with respect to investor optimism at the time of commis-
sion (proxied by Ind. Q_commit at industry level and Firm Q_commit at firm level) as well as at the time 
of detection of accounting misconduct (Ind. Q_detect at industry level and Firm Q_detect at firm level). 
Panel B presents results based on investor optimism proxied by EPS growth forecast at the time of com-
mission (Ind. EPS_Growth commit at industry level and Firm EPS Growth_commit at firm level) as well as 
of detection of accounting misconduct (Ind. EPS Growth_detect at industry level and Firm EPS Growth_
detect at firm level). Panel C presents results based on investor optimism proxied by sustained prior firm 
performance at the time of commission (Prior Return 3/5 Yr_commit) as well as of detection of accounting 
misconduct (Prior Return 3/5 Yr_detect). In Panel B and Panel C, controls (same as in Panel A) and con-
stant are suppressed. All variables are defined in “Appendix A.” Coefficient estimates and robust standard 
errors (in parentheses) are reported
*, ** and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels
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In Panel A, our results indicate that investors react more 
negatively to intentional misstatements. For example, the 
coefficient estimates on IRR [ranging from − 0.030 in col-
umn (3)] to − 0.045 [in column (1)], significant at the 5% level 
show negative average CAR of 3.00–4.5%. Of the interaction 
terms, only the coefficient on Firm Q_commit*IRR is negative 
[− 0.010 in column (3)] and significant (at 5%). The standard 
deviation of Firm Q_commit is 3.86. So, a one-standard-devi-
ation increase in firm-level investor optimism as of the date of 
commission is estimated to reduce market reaction to irregu-
larities further by 3.86% (3.86 * − 0.010), resulting in a total 
drop in mean CAR of 3.86%. This finding is consistent with 
the prediction of our second hypothesis that more optimistic 
beliefs about firm prospects at the time of occurrence (com-
mission) of misconduct would cause greater loss of investor 
trust in the firm, leading to more negative market reaction. In 
terms of economic significance, the size of the impact is huge 
(3.86%) compared with the impact of IRR (ranges from 3 to 
4.5%). By comparison, the incremental effect of industry-level 
investor beliefs (Ind. Q_commit*IRR) is insignificant. Further, 
we find that investor optimism as of the date of disclosure 
of misbehavior, both at industry and at firm levels, has an 
insignificant effect on average abnormal returns, consistent 
with our conjecture about leakage of suspected misconduct 
before detection of irregularities. The coefficient estimates 
on control variables are consistent with those reported by the 
previous literature, see Collins et al. (1987), El-Gazzar (1998), 
Palmrose et al. (2004) and Burks (2011).

In Panel B, the coefficient estimate on Firm EPS Growth_
commit (0.001) is positive and highly significant. The stand-
ard deviation of Firm EPS Growth_commit is 7.41, indi-
cating that a one-standard-deviation increase in firm-level 
investor optimism as of the date of commission produces an 
average market reaction to accounting misstatements (both 
irregularities and errors) of 0.74% (0.001 * 7.41).35 How-
ever, the estimate of the interaction term Firm EPS Growth_
commit*IRR is negative (− 0.001) and significant at 5%, in 
addition to the negative estimate of IRR (− 0.047). So the 
announcement of accounting failures depresses mean abnor-
mal returns by 5.44% (− 0.74–4.7%) for a one-standard-
deviation increase in firm EPS growth. In Panel C, the coef-
ficient estimates on both interaction variables—Prior Return 
3Yr_commit*IRR and Prior Return 5 Yr_commit*IRR, are 
negative and significant (at 10% or better).

Our tests in Table 8 follow the literature (e.g., Burks 2011; 
Petersen 2009; Nguyen et al. 2016) and use heteroscedastic-
ity-consistent standard errors (White 1980). As a robustness 
check, we repeat the above tests by including industry- and 
year-fixed effects. The estimates are shown in Panel A of 

Table 9. We include Analyst Recommendation and % Buy rec-
ommendations as added proxies for firm-specific optimism in 
the last two columns. All control variables are suppressed for 
brevity, and all standard errors are double-clustered at the firm 
and year levels. Consistent with our Hypothesis 2, all coef-
ficient estimates on the interaction term Firm IO_commit*IRR 
are negative and significant at 5% or better.

In Panel B, we include both ICS (Sentiment), which is 
a market-wide proxy for consumer sentiment (unexplained 
by macroeconomic factors) that remains constant across all 
firms in a given year, and Overnight Stock Return that is firm-
specific (i.e., varies across firms in a given year) and their 
interactions with IRR. Both of these proxies are measured as 
of the time of commission of IRR. Consistent with prediction, 
both interaction coefficients are negative and significant.36

Overall, the above results offer strong support for our sec-
ond hypothesis that investor reaction would be more negative 
when the commission of accounting misconduct is preceded 
by firm-level investor optimism. By comparison, the sensitiv-
ity of market reaction to investor views at the time of disclo-
sure of misconduct as well as about the state of the industry 
appears more muted. This evidence appears to be robust to 
alternative measures of firm-level investor optimism as well 
as potential sample selection problems (as indicated by tests 
based on propensity score matched samples reported in Table 
B.11 and Table B.12 in “Appendix B”).37,38

36 These findings are consistent with Bardos et al. (2011) who observe 
that investors see through initial materially manipulated earnings and 
push stock prices down months ahead of restatement announcement.

38 The literature suggests that financial scandals come in waves 
because firms tend to misreport when they suspect their industry 
peers are pursuing similar accounting practices. In addition, the dis-
closure of financial misconduct could be strategic choices made by 
the firm. As an added scrutiny of potential selection problems, we 
conduct propensity score matching analyses based on ex ante restate-
ment risk. Panel A (B) of Table B.12 in “Appendix B” above presents 
results based on prior investor optimism proxied by Tobin’s Q (EPS 
Growth). Similar to the preceding robustness tests, the interaction 
coefficient estimates on Firm Q_commit*IRR and Firm EPS Growth_
commit*IRR are both negative and significant at 5%.

37 Although our treatment of IRR as exogenous is consistent with most 
prior studies on market reaction, the preceding analysis is subject to 
potential concerns about sample selection because the commission and 
disclosure of financial misconduct are strategic choices made by the 
firm, not random variables. For example, managers have greater incen-
tives to manipulate accounting reports when investors are optimistic (as 
postulated by our first hypothesis) and disclose their misdeeds during 
periods of bleak economic outlook (to camouflage the bad news). To 
address these concerns, we return to propensity score matching analy-
sis based on high investor optimism used in Table B.7. The results are 
summarized in Table B.11 in “Appendix B.” Consistent with our sec-
ond hypothesis, the interaction coefficient estimates on High Firm Q_
commit*IRR in Panel A and High Firm EPS Growth_commit*IRR in 
Panel B are both negative and significant at 5% or better.

35 Due to a smaller sample size as well as the nature of our sam-
ple which consists of only restating firms, the standard deviation of 
Firm EPS Growth_commit is higher than Firm EPS Growth used in 
Hypothesis 1 although both are constructed in the same way.
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Conclusion

The causes and consequences of accounting misconduct 
have been widely studied, but our understanding of what fac-
tors influence a firm’s incentives to issue misleading reports 
and the effectiveness of various monitoring, prevention and 
detection mechanisms is rather limited. Extant theoretical 
and empirical work in corporate and behavioral finance 
suggests that the degree of firm-specific investor optimism 
including the psychological biases of investors and manag-
ers should play a very important role in influencing investor 
behavior, asset returns and managerial decisions. Motivated 

Table 9  Prior investor optimism and market reactions to accounting restatements with industry- and year-fixed effects

This table adds controls for industry- and year-fixed effects to the preceding Table 8 regressions. The dependent variable is cumulative abnor-
mal return (CAR) over 3 days around accounting restatement announcements. Firm IO_commit is firm-level investor optimism at the time of 
commission, proxied by Tobin’s Q in column (1), analyst EPS growth forecast in column (2), Prior Return over the past 5 years in column (3), 
analyst stock recommendation (in reversed order, 1 denotes strong sell and 5 represents strong buy) in column (4) and percentage of buy recom-
mendations in column (5). All variables are defined in “Appendix A.” All models control for industry- and year-fixed effects. Controls (same as 
in Panel A of Table 8) and constant are suppressed. Coefficient estimates and standard errors (in parentheses) are reported. All standard errors 
are double-clustered at the firm and year levels
*, ** and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels

CAR (− 1,1) (1) (2) (3) (4) (4)
Tobin’s Q EPS growth Prior Return 5 Yr Analyst Rec. % Buy

Panel A: alternative proxies for firm-specific investor optimism
Firm IO_commit − 0.002 0.003 0.001 − 0.000 − 0.003

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.000) (0.007)
Firm IO_commit*IRR − 0.001** − 0.0003** − 0.006** − 0.001*** − 0.032**

(0.000) (0.0001) (0.003) (0.000) (0.014)
IRR − 0.040** − 0.043*** − 0.041*** − 0.008* − 0.111***
Control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year-fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry-fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1295 1235 1016 1256 1231
R-squared 0.114 0.112 0.114 0.118 0.121

CAR (− 1,1)

Panel B: firm-specific investor optimism proxied by overnight stock return
ICS (Sentiment) − 0.000

(0.001)
ICS (Sentiment)*IRR − 0.006*

(0.003)
Overnight Stock Return − 1.451

(1.190)
Overnight Stock Return*IRR − 4.907**

(2.044)
IRR − 0.061***
Control variables Yes
Year-fixed effects Yes
Industry-fixed effects Yes
Observations 1283
R-squared 0.124

by this literature, we emphasize the role of ex ante firm-level 
measures of investor optimism in predicting accounting fail-
ures, which is in contrast to the focus on economy-wide and 
industry-level measures in the prior studies.

Based on a sample of financial restatements by US firms 
from 1996 to 2012, we find that the probability of account-
ing misconduct is hump-shaped in investor beliefs about 
firm-specific prospect. The incidence of misconduct is first 
increasing in investor optimism up to a moderate level and 
then decreasing when beliefs are highly positive. In addi-
tion, investors exhibit greater disappointment when their 
optimistic beliefs about firm prospects as of the time of 
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manipulation are shocked by the disclosure of accounting 
misconduct, resulting in more pronounced negative abnor-
mal stock returns. Our evidence appears robust to a variety 
of tests to probe potential concerns about measures of firm-
specific investor optimism, reverse causality and endogene-
ity. Thus, our investigation establishes that firm-level meas-
ures of investor optimism constitute statistically significant 
and economically important red flags for corporate white 
collar crimes.

Accounting misrepresentations shake investor confidence 
in management and capital markets, leading to stock price 
declines and heightened volatility. Moreover, accounting 
misconduct is challenging to investigate, detect and prevent. 
Our analysis highlights that forensic analysts, auditors, the 
board of directors and regulators should be on alert for mis-
leading accounting reports when firm-level overnight stock 
returns, analyst buy/sell recommendations and EPS growth 
forecasts, Tobin’s Q and economy-wide sentiment index 
indicate that investors are fairly optimistic about future firm 
performance.
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